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Part Four
Memories from members of 504 Sqn
on the ground and in the air
and a footnote from 257 Sqn

Memories from members of 504 Sqn
on the ground and in the air

On the ground 1: memories from Gordon ‘Dinger’ Bell
[This text was initially extracted from a sixteen-page letter written on foolscap in
broad nib italic, dated Wednesday 3rd 2004. Apart from subsequent minor changes,
made only for clarity, it is reproduced verbatim, ‘Dinger’ was also with 504 Sqn at
Hucknall before the move to Wymeswold; his memories of that time are included
because they give an interesting picture of typical squadron life that would continue
after the move.]

504 at Hucknall before the move to Wymeswold
I joined 504 on the 8th January 1948, Dave Miller and I joined more or less at the
same time. We both started a course with lectures to become flight mechanics, AC1
grade. Out of a group of ATC cadets who had joined the squadron at the same time
(twenty five to thirty in total), only four passed the trade test. They were Dave,
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De Havilland Mosquito T.3 504 Sqn Hucknall 1948. (504 Sqn Association)
myself, a chap named Legett and another old friend I have never been able to trace,
Joe Chambers. The rest were a load of deadbeats who were never interested
anyway. I think the test took place at RAF Horsham St Faith on our first visit to this
great station near Norwich. We have been great friends ever since. But I'm moving
a bit to the future.
When we joined, we were kitted out with our uniforms, then we went to meet the
Chief Technical Officer (CTO) who was Flt Lt Allan who I soon became to like very
much. He was a real gentleman of the first order. He welcomed us both to the
squadron and told us briefly what would happen to us over the next twelve months.
Then we went to meet the ground crew. He introduced me to Douglas one of the
ground crew who had a big bandage round his head; he said, jokingly, that he had
walked into a prop that shouldn't have been there. The CTO put me under
Dougee’s wing and from that moment on I followed him everywhere. He asked me
if I had seen a Mosquito close up. I said I hadn't so he said ‘you’re just in time as
one is about to go up’.
So we ran to where it was parked and he showed me how to work the KL gas pump
which fed fuel direct into the cylinders of the Rolls Royce engine on the port side.
The pilots were already in the cockpit to start up so Dougee gave me the signal to
start pumping like mad, with the engine slowly turning over till it picked up with a
roar. That was the first thrill of being so near to a Mosquito Mk.30 that the squadron
was equipped with at that time. I'll never forget how big it looked from under the
wings.
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Airspeed Oxford 504 Sqn Hucknall 1948. (504 Sqn Association)
Dave Miller and I were both keen as mustard to find out what engines did and what
made them ‘tick’. I was always asking Dougee about everything and he very
patiently answered me. Also he mentioned all the important do's and don'ts about
the aircraft.
So the weeks and months slipped by, we were learning so much and I became very
friendly with lots of the regular ground crew airmen. I got on well with F/Sgt Patrick
Augustine Power, later killed at Wymeswold. ‘Paddy’ was i/c of all the ground crew
staff at Hucknall. He was Irish and did seem pleased to see us turn up each
weekend on the Flights and I did anything he wanted us to do until we had to go to
the classrooms for lectures. In the winter there was not much flying because of the
weather so we were given the job of sweeping the hangar floors. Everyone was
binding about this monotonous task but I really enjoyed being with everyone and
they murderously ragged me about it. I made friends with the regulars, Bob Isaac
from Yorkshire, Owen, Tony, Sam and Ken; also Bob's two friends from Scotland
and of course ‘Tug’ Wilson and ‘Smudge’ Smith the two biggest rogues who ever
wore RAF blue. Their antics, secret meetings etc. etc. could fill a book. If anything
untoward happened you could bet these two were behind it!
I became very close to Tug, he was a chief air steward in BOAC days, flying all over
the world in [Avro] Yorks and [Boeing] 707s, all the big aircraft in the fifties and
sixties. When he got leave, he used to spend all his days at Hucknall and then
Wymeswold, helping out on any airframe job going. I sometimes came along with
him on days off work.
During 1948 the summer was very hot indeed, so much so that during the times we
had air exercises, I have a photo in my 504 album showing the ground crew
sheltering under the wings of the new Spitfire Mk.22 we were then equipped with.
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Supermarine Spitfire Mk.22
504 Sqn 1949. (504 Sqn
Association)

The squadron only had the Mosquitos three to four weeks of January. When I joined
in 1948 it was then a Fighter Bomber Squadron, as were all the twenty-one
Auxiliary Squadrons. The Spitfires we had had white nose spinners and when we
moved to Wymeswold they were painted blue. I have a good photo of Sqn Ldr
Birkin, [A Cdr. J M Birkin DSO OBE DFC AFC DL, later becoming the Honorary Air
Commodore Inspector of all the Auxiliary squadrons], sitting in his own personal
Spitfire, letter ‘A’, he was waiting for the flare to go off for a scramble. He was
actually eating his dinner on a plate before he took off.
One Sunday afternoon when little was happening, Bill and I got Eric and Tom (both
airframe fitters) piled into an [Airspeed] Oxford with a gang of other bods and set off
for a flight around Hucknall. What none of us realised was that the weather was
closing in fast and within twenty minutes flying time the heavens opened, it lashed
it down with rain, went black as night, thundering and lightening. We were thrown
about as none of us were belted up. It was great fun with everyone falling all over
the aircraft. The pilot who was a Wg Cdr was all the time trying to keep the aircraft
on an even keel.
I remember one weekend I asked Flt Lt Birkin, as he was then, if he would take me
up in an Oxford as he was about to take off. He agreed and told me to go and
collect a parachute and signed me in as a passenger. We were up for about an hour
and a half and eventually we flew over Wymeswold twice and he made as if to
land. We drifted low over the runway and I could see that he was examining the
surface of the runway to see what kind of condition it was in. I didn't know then that
we were due to move to Wymeswold.

Manston 1948 – the first post-war Summer Camp
This camp is not on the official history of the squadron for some reason or other.
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When we set off for the 1948 summer camp at Manston on May 22nd, most of the
ground echelon travelled by train from Platform 1, Nottingham Midland station. I'm
looking at a photo from the Evening Post of a party that went this way, with Flt Lt R
C Ruck (Regular Adgy) [Adjutant] and Flt Lt Darwin the Auxiliary Adgy by his side.
Most of us had kit bags at this time. I remember when we were down at Manston
the blank spaces where huts and buildings had stood. It was plain to see by their
absence as a result of the bombing in the Battle of Britain. Towering over all the
other buildings was the tail of a B-29 bomber, on a visit. I never went down to see
this, I don't think it was there long. At night we took a walk over the main runway
to cut across the airfield to catch a bus to Margate. We seemed to be walking
forever across the width; someone said that it was, at that time, the widest and
longest runway in GB. It was made for returning shot-up bombers and fighters.

1949 – Hucknall to Wymeswold
On the 1st April 1949, the squadron moved to Wymeswold. I remember the first
meal we had in the cookhouse; it was awful. Nothing down on the com-site
(domestic site), nothing was organised but it soon altered with a new W/O [Warrant
Officer] over the cookhouse and everyone settled down to the new surroundings.
After the squadron moved to Wymeswold we used to catch an early No 60 Trent
bus from Nottingham to Loughborough but we only travelled as far as Hoton corner,
got off there and picked up our bikes at the pub [The Packe Arms], then ride up to
the station. Then in the evening left them with the landlord till needed again. There
was no stealing in them days.
The MT section also began running a big crew bus to pick us up from the NAAFI
club on Bridlesmith Gate in Nottingham. This was on Saturday and Sunday
mornings leaving at oh nine hundred hours sharp. No one had their own transport
at that time. Eventually we realized that it would be better and the obvious thing
was a motorbike.
I had no idea how to ride a motorbike or afford one, so I started to save some cash.
It took quite a long time to save for the deposit. I started to ask a few of the people
who had a bike - like Fred Slack, Wally Walsh and F/Sgt Frank Chambers, he had a
beautiful HJS black 500cc. They were very reliable so eventually I went down to
Campion's shop on the corner of Queens Drive, next to the Midland Station. I was
told there was a three-month waiting list. I then saw Fred Slack again and he said I
could get one straight away from Henstock's on Chesterfield Road at Mansfield.
I cancelled my order at Campion's and bough a gleaming B.31 with green tank and
trim. So then we all had some form of motor power.
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Dave Miller said that we used to meet at the NAAFI club and set off for Wymeswold
in convoy. Some of the pilots had big Vincent HRD twins. Fg Off Ken Hatfield had
one of those. There was chap from Mansfield who had the first Four Square bike.

1949 Summer Camp at Horsham St Faith
We went down to Horsham St Faith for summer camp the next year (1949).
Americans were operating from there at the time, with their B-24s, P-47s and, later,
P-51s.
When we were at Horsham St Faith those of us who were up for a trade test had this
during the first week. As I said earlier on, only four of us passed straight away. We
were whisked up to the Flights to report to F/Sgt Chambers and F/Sgt Paddy who put
us to work on looking after the Spitfires. I teamed up with Ted Widdowson as the
rigger and we stayed together every time we went on summer camp. So we entered
another step up the ladder to service the planes, DIs [daily inspections] and weekly
inspections to keep the aircraft flying. In the winter back at Wymeswold we would
run up the engines to keep everything running.

1950 Wymeswold
During 1950, when we were still operating with the Spitfire MK.22s, I got myself a
small Kodak camera, one I could carry around. I used to take it with me on the
Flights and it took some good pictures which I treasure. I've enlarged most of them.
It was during the very hot summer of 1950, we were all sweltering under a blazing
sun at Wymeswold and it was here I took a picture of us all at the back of No1
hanger facing the control tower, in the group were F/Sgt Paddy, F/Sgt Darwin, Tug
Wilson, Owen, and Flt Lt Ruck.
We were just passing the time of day, the aircraft were taking off and landing in
odds and ends, even the two-man duty fire crew were lying flat out on top of the fire
engine. In the shimmering heat I saw a Spitfire landing in the distance, towards the
Hoton corner. Suddenly there was a cloud of rising dust and everything changed in
a flash. The first thing that happened, Wg Cdr Pat Fry ran out of the control tower
onto the balcony and bellowed down to the fire crew to get across the airfield as the
Spitfire had crashed. We all jumped to our feet and began running across the
airfield but got picked up on the way towards the Spitfire that was standing on its
nose. There was no fire or anything. The pilot, Fg Off Baxter, was whisked away to
the sick quarters for a check up. Paddy soon organised a crane to gently lower the
aircraft onto its u/c. There was not a lot of damage except to the prop and the
leading edges of the wings. I still have a piece of the prop to this day.
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The squadron practiced a lot of formation flying and attended many airshows. I
have a photo of them flying over Wymeswold in a six aircraft arrow formation, five
with one in the slot. Nowhere in the world will you ever see six Spitfire Mk.22s fly
like that.
The squadron was also involved in exercises, going to other stations for a day or on
detachment for a weekend.

1950 Summer Camp at Horsham St Faith
On one of our summer camps to Horsham St Faith I think it must have been in
1950, we had the ‘Saga of The Galloping Major’ - only Tug Wilson could have
thought up such a name. We arrived on a Saturday and went for our dinner and tea
in the airman’s mess when we began to hear stories of this ‘Phantom’ from the lads
in 616 Squadron, our bosom friends from Yorkshire. We did not take a lot of notice
of what they had said and went to work on the Monday morning. We started
checking out the Mk.4s, DIs etc., when the thunderclap happened. We saw this
officer striding over stopping everyone and ticking them off, I think he was a Wg Cdr
C.T.O. come to sort out the Auxiliaries in no uncertain manner. We think he
despised us all lock stock and barrel, although we never did find out really. From
then on everyone was on their guard waiting for him to appear like ‘Attila the Hun’.
When he did appear, everyone disappeared up jet pipes (both ends), all looking
very industrious. He eventually took to riding a bike to try and catch us out but we
were too clever for him as we had spies posted everywhere although everyone
developed a nervous twitch called ‘Majors Lurgy’. All of this lasted for about a week
and then we never saw him again. Jimmy Beardsall took over as C.O. on 31st July
1950.

1951
The Korean War broke out in 1951 and between June and August we were called
up for three months. Frankly I welcomed going because I had got bored stiff with the
job I was doing. When it was all over, I found a better life.
We spent the first weeks of our call up at Wymeswold having said goodbye to the
Spitfire Mk.22s [replaced by Meteors]. I was sorry to see them go because I knew
we would never have to work on propeller driven aircraft again. During the
changeover a number of the Spitfires were parked up on the grass by the hangers
before they were flown away. Until this happened, my friend Joe Chambers and I
had the job of running them up each week. In between we would be out on the
Flights with the new Mk.4 Meteor jets with no ejector seats. There were also two
Mk.7s for pilot training purposes. We were then detached to RAF Acklington for airto-air firing practice for two weeks and finally down to Horsham St Faith to finish
the call up.
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Meteor Mk.8s 504 Sqn.
(Norman Bate)

1952
In 1952 we were re-equipped with Mk.8 Meteors, with Martin Baker Mk.2 ejector
seats. Everything was new to us, we had to be shown round the cockpit area and
told never to grasp the red handle running from the headrest of the ejector seat. We
had lectures at Upnah house on Forest Road, the squadron's town HQ. A mobile
classroom was also used to teach us what to touch and what not to touch. This took
place on Wednesday evenings.

The ‘Freedom of the City’ Parade fiasco
When the 3-month call up ended it was decided to hold a big parade to coincide
with the ‘Freedom of the City’ granted in 1946 to 504 to honour the glorious
traditions of the Squadron. So, we all had a new issue of No.1 Dress so that we
would look smart marching through Nottingham. When there wasn’t any
programmed flying, we took to a bit of square bashing around the perimeter track.
At first, we all looked like a crowd of gypsies going to a bullfight but we enjoyed it
and began to look presentable, especially when we had the full-dress rehearsal. So
off we went to Nottingham and formed up on Derby Road by the old Drill Hall. We
had one of the top RAF bands, a Colour Guard with two sergeants with rifles and an
officer carrying a copy of The Scroll of The Freedom of the City. It was a lovely
summer’s day with medals jinking and flashing, I don’t think we had fixed bayonets.
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So off we went, round Canning Circus down Derby Road, past Chapel Bar along
Parliament Street ’till we reached the top of King Street and then right, to come
along by the Council House. We then passed the Saluting Base; the order came to
do an ‘eyes left’ and guess what, there was nobody there on the Saluting Base to
receive the salute from the Commanding Officer and all the other officers and men
- what a moment in history! The regular Wg Cdr shouted left wheel and marched us
down The Poultry past The Flying Horse pub. We then did a circuit of the Council
House and came to a halt down South Parade.
Well, to say that we were all shocked is putting it mildly, I was so infuriated with
Lord Portland and his entourage that I felt like committing murder as it was a
downright insult on the CO of 504 and everyone in the Squadron. There was a lot
of muttering and Tug called Lord Portland a drunken bastard (it was well known he
was a drunken sod) till the Wg Cdr came along saying ‘alright lads, calm down, they
don’t deserve the good show you have just done’. We marched off again all feeling
like giving him the two-finger salute; the Evening Post reported that the Squadron
had done a dummy run. We were all invited back into the Great Room of the
Council House for a glass of wine and a ‘wad’. There were a number of speeches, a
toast to ‘The Squadron’ but whenever Lord Portland hove into view feelings ran
high. Thus ended our day of glory.

1954 Summer Camp – Oldenburg
I must mention that it was Tug Wilson and his close cohort Smudge Smith, a
Corporal airframe fitter, who were behind the Oldenburg Guardroom bell incident.
Smudge had a nervous twitch in his right eye, which, when he became excited,
twitched so fast you thought that he was sending a Morse code signal. He was the
type of man who was the backbone of the RAF, he would do anything for you so
long as you were keen to learn. The bell raid worked like a commando raid with
Tug and Smudge taking the attention of the SPs [Special Police] whilst the bell was
spirited away. The station CO confined all the Auxiliaries to camp that Friday night
as we were leaving the next day.

The ‘Hotshot’
In every squadron there is always a ‘hotshot’ pilot and Fg Off Little was the one in
our squadron. Once, while at Hucknall on one of the many exercises, we had the
Spitfires lined up all facing the Control Tower. It was a boiling hot day and the
engines had been run up and everyone was waiting for the flare to go up. The pilots
were sitting in their aircraft, up went the flare and so Little just fired up and took off
in a dead straight line and was first airborne - because he just had to be first.
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One Saturday Fg Off Little took off from Wymeswold in a Meteor but didn’t come
back. Both of his engines failed and he had to make an emergency landing, the only
piece of tarmac [he could find] was on the perimeter track at RAF Bottesford, which
was still operational at the time. However, he ran out of tarmac and finished up in
a very wet grassed area without damaging the aircraft or himself. He was extremely
lucky because beyond the end of the perimeter track was a farmhouse and the
farmer thought that he was going to hit the building. The wheels had sunk into the
ground leaving about a foot to the underside of the wing. A number of us were
called upon to go to Bottesford and with the assistance of two Thornycroft lorries, a
Coles crane and other station ground crew, we extracted Freddie Little’s Mk.8. We
did stop for a breather and looked at our uniforms, they were covered all over in
mud and our shoes were also clotted with mud. In the end the aircraft was cleaned
down and inspected by the senior NCO. Freddie Little climbed back into the
cockpit, ran the engines for a while, checked the instruments and brakes then
roared off down the perimeter track in a splitting crescendo. We cleared up and
then back to Wymeswold for a late dinner.

The sad loss of Sgt Power
Somewhere back in the early 1950s we lost Sgt. ‘Paddy’ Power. It was a normal
day’s flying one summer Sunday, I believe we were all busy refueling and carrying
out inspections and ‘Paddy’ for some unknown reason was sitting on a trollyacc,
with his back to the taxiing aircraft. I only caught sight of him for a few moments in
a gap between the parked aircraft, as I had to keep my eyes on the bowser fuel hose.
Suddenly I heard a shout from a regular on the next aircraft on my right to say that
‘Paddy’ had been killed. By the time I had completed the refueling and signing the
Form 700, an ambulance had taken Paddy to sickbay. It transpired that a wing tip of
one of our Mk.7’s flown by Fg Off Jackie Marriott had caught Paddy on the back of
his head but no one was able to explain how the situation arose. Naturally every
one was shocked, the CO then asked for volunteers to clear up matters and so Fred
Slack said ‘come on Dinger we’ll go and do it’ as we had known him since our
Hucknall days.

Aerobatics in the Harvard
When we were at Wymeswold we had six or eight cadet pilots (University Air
Squadrons) training on the Harvards; these were about the nearest you could get to
a Spitfire in speed and size. I once asked one of the cadets if he would take me up
and he said he would, providing I obtained clearance from the O/C flying. He was
a handsome looking pilot and young (we were all young in those days) but before
we took off he said that he was scheduled to do aerobatics and was I willing to go?
I said OK so we took off to perform tight turns, diving to do loops, then a barrel roll,
a hesitation roll. After that he asked if I was all right and I asked him to do an
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Immelmann turn, which he did and then I left him to carry on with his scheduled
aerobatics, all of which took about one and a half hours. Sadly, sometime later the
pilot, Plt Off Godsell was killed.

On the ground 2: memories from Pat Hubbard
My life with 504: The introduction
When I left school at fifteen, I went to work at the Brush Engineering factory [in
Loughborough] as an engineering apprentice. I had the privilege to be working with
an ex-RAF Senior Technician whose name was John Robinson, a man who was a
great influence in my life. He told me of all his wartime experiences in the RAF,

2681779AC2 Hubbard P.C.
(Pat Hubbard)
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Wg Cdr Frank Jensen’s Meteor Mk.8 ‘FJ’ with crests of 504 and 616 Sqns on the
nose. (Via Pat Hubbard)
I was intrigued, so when he told me he was in the Auxiliary Air Force at
Wymeswold with 504 Squadron, I just had to join, so in May 1954 I turned up at
Squadron HQ and became 2681779AC2 Hubbard P.C.
I was sworn in by Chiefy Green and asked what trade I wanted to be. I opted for
engine mechanic because it was similar to my trade at the Brush (a turbine fitter). I
was kitted out with a uniform, which was not well fitting - but I was in.
I started my trade training under two sergeants; their idea of trade training was to
copy out of a manual all the basic things I was doing at the Brush, nothing to do
with jet engines. To say I was demoralised was an understatement, so when I told
John about what was happening, he had a word with the Engineering Officer. The
next time I turned up I was put on aircraft refueling, brilliant. (I was told they had a
rollicking). From then on, I was in heaven; I turned up every weekend, I was always
first to arrive and the last to leave. The regulars thought I was mad but I didn’t care
I was having the time of my life.
From then on, my training was hands-on helping the engine mechs. on the line and
although my main job was the refueling, I learnt the engine mechanics’ job as I
went along. When the squadron was grounded, I was helped with the bookwork,
manuals etc., by corporal Alfy Collarbone. Strangely, he was an engine mech.
piston but he did a good job. He used to service the Anson and later he was posted
to the Queens Flight down south.
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Front line maintenance on
Meteor Mk.8 at Wymeswold.
(Via Pat Hubbard)

Marshalling, refueling and drogue recovery
The first time I had a go at marshalling, the pilot must have thought I was mad, I
made a right pigs-ear of it but everything comes with practice and I soon got the
hang of it. It was about this time I got to know Keith Daft, (although we called him
Wally) he was a bowser driver (the bowser was the refueling tanker that filled up at
the two main fuel stores and transported this to the aircraft) and as I was doing most
of the refueling we got to become friends. One day when the squadron was
practicing for the open day Keith and I were watching the display we forgot the
ventral tank was refueling and only realised when our feet got wet. The ventral tank
only holds one hundred and seventy gallons, but the meter on the bowser showed
over three hundred gallons, I never did find out how the excessive amount of fuel
was explained.
Another job of a dogsbody like me was to recover the drogue after air firing. Air
firing consisted of an aircraft towing a long white sheet-like target about one
hundred and fifty feet behind, with the firing aircraft, which had different coloured
canon shells, firing at the drogue. The idea was for the towing aircraft to do a pass
over the runway and drop the drogue. On this occasion the towing aircraft just
landed, no drogue but the pilot was eager to find out what colour was on the rope
which was cut off some 6 feet from the tail.

A flight in a Meteor
On October 1955 I took my trade test and passed as an AC1 engine mechanic, a
proud day for me. And it was even better when the Engineer Officer said I could
take a flight in the Meteor Mk.7 as a reward. So, on October 25th 1955 I took a flight
in the Mk.7. The pilot was Fg Off Peter Smith. There is no ejector seat on a Mk.7 but
the pilot explained what to do in an emergency; it’s a good job there was no
emergency as I was so excited, I forgot everything. He let me fly straight and level
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504 Sqn’s Meteors in Hangar 1 (fitted with drop tanks)
while he took his hands off the joystick, I thought I did quite well considering. As I
was living in Wymeswold at the time, on the return, before landing we actually flew
over my house, I don’t suppose many people can say they have flown over their
house in a fighter jet.
Now I was a fully-fledged engine mechanic and could sign the 700, do engine tests
etc. Doing an engine test was the nearest thing to being a pilot, you could sit in the
cockpit with the hood closed and the engines running flat out. I shot down a lot of
enemy aircraft, (in my mind).
It gave me a lot of self-confidence. I think I would have joined the RAF there and
then but John Robinson told me to finish my apprenticeship, there would be plenty
of time for the RAF as I still had to do my national service.
On one occasion we had a full-scale exercise, we were based on the other side of
the airfield, our ‘away base’. Because I went home for lunch, I stayed on duty while
everyone else went back to the mess at Burton. There was just Keith and I left on
duty when a squadron of twelve Vampire jets dropped in for refueling. I had never
refuelled a Vampire before, but Keith and I worked it out OK, teamwork!
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Summer Camps
Summer camp was always a special time and although I missed Germany
[Oldenburg] in 1954 I did go to Chivenor in 1955 - it was an eye opener. The
journey down from Wymeswold in a wooden seater bus was not the best of
experiences. Some of the ex-wartime people like Tug Wilson seemed to treat it like
they did during the war. On one occasion we actually took the brass sign from a
butcher’s shop in Ilfracombe. The idea was not to keep it, it was just a prank, some
prank!
The 1956 camp at Malta was one of the best holidays I’ve had; it was the first time
abroad; July in Malta is the hottest time of the year and climbing on an aluminium
aircraft can get pretty uncomfortable. We did shift work, one day you worked
mornings 6 am till 12, next day you did 2pm till 6. The squadron was invited on the
aircraft carrier Eagle but I missed it, I was on the afternoon shift. Trips to the beach
were always a pleasure but beware of the sun! Needless to say I got sunburn but so
did Keith. We had our photograph taken for Flight Magazine; I’m the one leaning
against the aircraft engine intake. In the evenings we would go to one of the local
bars, they were always glad to see us. They would bring us a plate of sandwiches,
the trouble was they always seemed to have red creatures all over them, not
appetizing but the regulars reckoned they were the best thing. A trip to the ‘GUT’ or
Straight Street was also an experience. If you took a bottle of beer back to the mess,
the night cook would fry you an egg & bacon sandwich; we only did it once, he got
caught.

Best times and worst times
I think this was my best time with 504, things were never the same again, for after
we returned, we were told 504 was to be disbanded and one Monday in February
1957 all my aeroplanes flew away, so sad, but I did have a day off work to see them
off. The strange thing was that, that day there was a small earthquake, a sign from
heaven, perhaps.
On March 3rd 1957, (my last day as a teenager), we held the disbanding ceremony
at Wymeswold church, the worst day of my life.
‘The end of an era, the end to some of the best days of my life’.
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The fate of some of ‘Pat’s’ Meteors: continued service as
U16 targets at RAF Llanbedr.

Top: Meteor U.16
(with pilot) following
a Jindivic target
drone over Cardigan
Bay. (John O’Neill)
Centre: Meteor U.16
taking off from RAF
Llanbedr.
Bottom:‘They served
to the end’. Meteor
U.16 ex-RAF
Llanbedr.
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On the ground 3: Memories from Dave Lockwood (1)
Life in Station Workshops at RAF Wymeswold Mid 1950s
A ‘Tyresome Tale’ – or a ‘Tale of some Tyres’ by 2712649 SAC Lockwood David’
Once upon a time many years ago, at RAF Wymeswold, were Station Workshops
staffed by a number of National Servicemen under the charge of a pre-war regular.
He had been an air gunner in the days when double wings and a fan at the front was
the state of art aircraft. He was so well versed in all the rules and regulations of the
Royal Air Force that being fireproof was second nature to him. However, novices as
we were and professional as he was, we had one thing in common, ‘lack of ready
cash’.
He was a family man and we were on a mere pittance with little to spare. He was
the proud owner of a motorcar; at that time it was twenty five years old but always
a runner (no MOTs in those days) and it was kept going by us crafty craftsmen and
whatever was available to run it on. It would consume most flammable liquids:
bought petrol, ‘borrowed’ petrol and sometimes, in desperation, there was the
addition of a drop of AVTAG, a paraffin-based Meteor propellant. Apart from a blue
haze and a strange smell, the old car was happy.
However, came the day when our intrepid leader had to admit that the tyres on our
chariot were past even the most optimistic assessment, they were ‘knackered’,
without centre tread and with large oval patches of canvas showing. Eventually the
canvas began to fray, taking on the appearance of fine Nottingham lace. The time
for action had arrived.
A thorough scrounging around all wheeled transport owned by Her Majesty from
trolley accs. to bowsers resulted in the knowledge that there was nothing we could
‘borrow’ that would fit. With all sources exhausted, the decision was made to go
into Nottingham on the next sports day and a visit was made to Nottingham Victoria
Dismantling Co. a large scrap yard with 1920’s and early 1930’s wrecks. Three of
us went with our leader armed with tyre levers, jacks and spanners, in the hope of
re-shodding our transport at minimum cost.
The scrap yard was a veritable jumble of wrecks – if any young classic car
enthusiast of today could see what we saw then he would have thought that he was
in heaven. An eventual search around proved successful; there was a Rover car with
three desirable tyres and, with one on another car, part of our quest was over.
What would they cost! Our leader, whose haggling skills had been honed in the
bazaars of Afghanistan and the Middle East, bade us to wait outside. He then went
into the proprietor’s office giving us a slow wink and raising our hopes. Time went
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by and, except for the face of either our leader or the scrap dealer peering at us
through the grimy window, nothing happened for a long time. Suddenly the office
door opened and our leader gave us the go-ahead to remove the tyres and take them
back to the office. With fags in hand and mugs of tea, the vendor and customer
watched us work. Tired but happy we plonked the precious tyres next to our
transport.
Now at this time in our country’s history certain things were still very hard to obtain
and in Civvy Street some clothing was in very short supply and needed coupons.
Draining what was left of his tea and finishing his fag our leader spoke. ‘Right lads,’
says he ‘take off your denims off’ (and for anyone who does not know, these were
the boiler suit type made of very strong material with great lasting properties).
‘What?’ said we; ‘you ’eard’ said he, give them to this gentleman pointing to his
new-found pal. ‘But we’ve only a shirt and trousers on’ said we.
‘Don’t worry,’ said he ‘I’ll get you back in camp. Get in the car, put the tyres on top
of you and keep your heads down’. So it was that we returned to camp, a toot of the
horn as we passed Cpl. SLYMO in his guardroom.
Home at last in our workshops, we unloaded our ‘swag’. ‘Thanks lads’ said our
leader as he picked up the phone and had a word with his pal i/c stores. Now, all
departments had an official inventory, rigorously maintained, with every article
accounted for but over a period of time accumulated oddments were not on the
stock list. This is known as GASH - for bargaining with or for friends in dire need.
‘Can you find me three useable denims in your gash?’ said our leader. ‘Good, I’ll
send Lockwood for them now’.
So the story ends as all good stories should and for all of you mathematicians the
account is as follows:
Four tyres = three used denim suits
Three “Gash” denims = three ‘Tots’ in the mess
Cash outlay = Nil
So the day ended with fags all round from our leader and the old car standing in the
evening sunlight on its ‘new boots’ – proud as a robbers dog!
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Memories from Dave Lockwood (2)
Another story from the War Office 2712649 SAC Lockwood D.
Winter ’54/55: How a coke stove works and a rum Job
It was cold. To quote a popular RAF ditty of an era long ago. ‘Cold as the ice on an
ice bound pool, cold as the end of an Eskimo’s ice-pick’. The winter of 1954/55 at
RAF Wymeswold, even after 56 years, is vividly recalled when one sees recent TV
pictures of snow-bound England.
The winter started with cold winds and snow flurries. Each time a thaw started, a
cold snap would follow and snow and ice formed until the whole camp was like an
ice rink. The airfield was bitterly cold - and bleak!
We in station workshops had only one coke stove in the crew room but I was
fortunate to have a blacksmiths forge (no we didn’t have horses) in my workshop so
it was the focal point for endless mugs of tea and fags. Our billet of twenty beds was
also only heated by a single coke stove, no radiators or any other source of heat.
This stove was of brick and cast-iron construction with the name TORTOISE cast
into the lid; we thought it indicated the speed at which it got hot! However, it was
the makers way of saying it was a slow burning appliance, economical with fuel
and would generate a steady heat – bull****! I have seen better stoves in a six by
four foot greenhouse. It would burn anything if the regulator door at the bottom was
dispensed with, so that a draught of air - which we had in abundance - could be
drawn up it. Anything we could lay our hands on that would burn was scrounged to
supplement the coke ration and the old man in the Good King Wenceslas carol
gathering winter fuel was an amateur compared with us lads. We made that stove
glow brick red.
Night airfield guard, which you did every fortnight, consisted of patrolling around
for two hours and then two hours back at the guard room until your twelve hours
was completed. In weather like this, pyjamas ‘airman for the use of” were worn
under your uniform and a newspaper across the chest under our ‘Bulls wool’
overcoats provided additional insulation.
During that period, the MT section made valiant efforts with snow ploughs to keep
the camp roads useable but weekend flying was called off as the runways were
snow and ice bound. In the middle of all this we paraded outside Cpl. Dennison’s
bedding store on the domestic site for heads to be counted before setting off for
work. Paddy quickly counted, then announced: ‘You’se lot, don’t go to your
workplace, assemble outside the control tower. To your duties dismiss’. He then
shot back into his little bedding store of warmth and light and slammed the door.
Yes, he lived in there!
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Dutifully we biked the mile or so up to the control tower and were quickly joined
by a motley crew of cooks, clerks, admin, SP’s - in fact everyone who could be
spared from their normal duties. Then SWO Mr Robertson appeared, a better bloke
you couldn’t find in a day’s march, respected and universally liked by the ‘lower
orders’.
‘Right lads’ said he, an order from Group HQ has come through that one runway
must be made useable for emergency landings and we have the task of doing it.
We all looked at the vast acres of snow and thought ‘it’s the equivalent of asking a
bunch of Arabs to shift all that sand in the desert’. However, two or three wagons
fitted with snowploughs appeared and another filled with shovels; where did they
get them from? It’s your guess. The snow ploughs ploughed and our job was to hack
the underlying ice off of the concrete runway; this was to be an all-day job.
Cookhouse supplied tea and sandwiches as we relentlessly moved up the runway.
Around mid-day the CO’s car arrived with himself and SWO Robertson. The CO
was dressed in sheepskin flying jacket and boots and, grabbing a shovel, tried his
hand at what the job was like. He made sure he encouraged everyone with a word
or two and a joke and then, with apologies that he had other duties to do, he left us
to it.
Around 3 o/c ‘fed-upness’ and flagging spirits were evident when a Landrover was
spotted with lights on and horn blowing, coming down the runway. Out stepped a
beaming SWO Robertson and catering officer. A large tray of cups appeared probably from the sergeant’s mess - and then a huge stone jar no less than a gallon
capacity of RUM. Everyone got a cupful; you could have it watered if you wished
but never was it more needed or appreciated. Compliments of the CO said Mr
Robertson and we all cheered.
Evening came, job done and back to the billets. I don’t recollect if the runway was
ever used during that cold spell but we felt that we had achieved what seemed to be
the impossible. [The CO was Wing Commander H.C. Randall DFC].

On the ground 4: some shared memories
The 1950s were times in transition and an important part of growing up for many
young men, too young to serve in WW2 but who remembered it clearly and were
caught in the uneasy post-war peace. At the beginning of the decade, rationing was
still in place and vehicle ownership, including motorbikes, was not the norm.
Reflecting the varied background of the volunteers, many used public transport or
cycled from Loughborough and local villages, a 20-mile round trip was not
uncommon. Most were able to attend Saturdays and Sundays; others had work
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commitments as many offices and factories worked on Saturday mornings so they
sometimes only managed a single day.
When signing on, the initial visit to RAF Wymeswold would involve a stop at the
guardroom for directions; new pilots would normally visit the squadron CO; ground
crew would be sent to the Auxiliary Adjutant, Fg Off Norman Bate, who undertook
a brief interview, (interests, employment etc) before directing them to the
appropriate section e.g. a young apprentice electrical engineer in civilian life might
be appointed to the Instrument Section. Acceptance into the RAuxAF often
generated pride, ‘feeling much taller and proud in my uniform,’ emotions expressed
by squadron members in their later years.
Day-to-day memories of time at Wymeswold seem to be more of cold, wet days
although there was some summer sun. Basic tasks such as sucking and blowing
Meteor pitot heads [an open-ended narrow tube on the tip of the port wing to
measure airspeed, unserviceable if blocked]; checking heaters; tracking up and
down with heavy oxygen trolleys (the ground crew always knew when the pilots
had been ‘celebrating’ the evening before by the low oxygen gauge reading when
they returned from a flight)! There was altimeter calibration (remembered with a
plus or minus fifty feet compensation at one hundred feet) and there was
marshalling of incoming aircraft. There were compass swings on a corner of the
airfield beyond Hangar 5 towards Hoton, it had to be well away from the metal
hangars etc. that would have affected the compass reading - and with aircraft facing
out over the airfield as ‘they were armed’.
The two-week summer camps were an important experience, often a young
airmen’s first visit outside England. As well as somewhat basic accommodation and
hard work they were times to visit new places and experience new activities. In
Germany there was Celle in 1952, Sylt in 1953 and Oldenburg in 1954; followed
by Chivenor (Devon) in 1955. The journey to Chivenor entailed a long coach
journey (wooden seats) because there was a rail strike. The summer camp they all
seemed to enjoy was Malta in 1956.
Sylt brought back memories of the nudist beach a brief journey by rail over the
border into Denmark and, more sinister, the concrete submarine pens so recently
used against the Allies. At Sylt and Oldenburg it was possible to purchase ‘any
amount’ of chocolate (on ration at home); there are stories of watches and other
‘goodies’ being taped to the insides of the aircraft to by-pass customs and one
Meteor T.7 ‘inadvertently’ using the northern perimeter track on return to
Wymeswold, pausing whilst an ‘unload’ was made! From amourers, a tale or two
regarding ammunition boxes filled - but not with ammunition! More basic but
equally memorable were the external ‘thunder box’ latrines with hessian partitions.
There is also frequent reference to the guardroom bell at Oldenburg (see ‘Dinger
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Bell’s memories), the reason the team were not allowed off-camp on the final
evening and had to make do with the NAAFI.
One then-young airman recalled walking across the airfield with a ‘wad’ (a cake of
some sort) which had been bought at the NAAFI, Malcolm Club or Salvation Army
van, when suddenly a large black car screeched to a halt and a figure with a lot of
scrambled egg on his cap called him over and proceeded to give him a ‘telling off’
for not seeing the pennant on his car and saluting. However, when the officer
noticed the ‘A’s’ on the uniform and recognised the ‘Auxiliary’, he asked if what had
been purchased was good and, with a smile, wished the airman a good stay at RAF
Oldenburg. It was the Station CO - who duly received a crisp salute!
The final camp at Malta was special in several ways. It started with a seven or eighthour flight on a Hastings and being met by the heat at RAF Luqa, then on to RAF
Takali (T’ qali). A host of memories: sleeping under canvas in blue silk pyjamas;
waking up at night to answer a ‘call of nature’ and seeing huge rats running down
the centre of the tent; learning to swim in St Paul’s Bay. Visiting the imposing Grand
Harbour; seeing the American Sixth Fleet; off-duty visits to The Gut or Straight
Street; Farsons beer; fights between Royal Navy and US Navy personnel. Sweating
gallons servicing the aircraft and waiting for the NAAFI van for cold drinks; Italian
Air Force pilots landing during exercises, sitting casually, smoking cigars with their
T-33s’ canopies up; visiting the ancient walled town of Medina, boasted as being
one of the oldest in Christendom; calling at a local bar for a beer or a coke; and
seeing the Sea Gladiator ‘Faith’ which helped defend the island from Italian aircraft
in WW2.

In The Air 1: memories from Eddy Bell
These memories were taken during many telephone calls I had with Eddy
who lives in Canada. Any errors in ‘translation’ are entirely my
responsibility. Richard Knight

National Service and basic training
Eddy Bell was born in Chicago, Indiana in 1932 but his family moved to Corby,
Northants in 1937 and then to Lockerbie, Dumfries where the young Eddy spent his
war years. In 1950 he was called up for National Service and signing up in Appleby,
Westmorland. Lined up with two others, the first elected for the Army, the second
the Navy so Eddy thought he should balance things up and elected for the RAF, a
decision he was to reflect on with satisfaction for the rest of his life as it ‘made all
the difference to his career’. At that time there was a National Service Pilots Scheme
that offered the prospect of a Commission, so Eddy put his name down for this, ‘a
chance many undertaking National Service would have jumped at’.
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It wasn’t all plain sailing. At an initial medical Eddy was classed as ‘not for aircrew’
because his eyesight was not one hundred percent but at a later test he did manage
to meet the required standard. This slight problem was more than compensated by
an exceptional result in the aptitude tests – and he never had any problems with his
eyesight when flying (although he confesses the pipper on his gun sight was always
blurred so when firing air to air he had to follow the old maxim ‘get in close to the
target’). First, he was posted to RAF Digby for basic training and square bashing,
then on to RAF Feltwell in preparation for nine months’ initial flying training at
RCAF Gimli in Canada, by the southern end of Lake Winnipeg. His training group
flew via the Azores to Montreal and then travelled by train to RCAF London,
Ontario where they had two weeks ‘indoctrination’ by the Canadians before taking
the train to Gimli.
The group of young men came from a wide range of backgrounds and started their
flying on Harvard aircraft. If they had no previous flying experience, they flew
twenty hours dual before going solo; Eddy did his in nineteen and a half hours.
Flying did not come easily, Eddy had to work at it but although not top of the group
in the air he excelled in ground school. The Harvard was a more challenging ab
initio trainer than some (such as the Tiger Moth). Eddy found it hard work but felt
with satisfaction that if you could fly Harvards you would be able to fly most World
War Two piston aircraft.

Advanced training
After accruing one hundred and eighty to one hundred and ninety hours in the
Harvard the cadets were awarded their Wings and returned to RAF Feltwell for thirty
to forty additional hours flying Harvards and acclimatising to UK conditions. Then
it was on to No 3 Advanced Flying School at Driffield, which introduced new pilots
to the Meteor. At the time, losses of both pilots and aircraft were, by today’s
standards, horrendous. Although the Meteor (then the single seat Mk.4 and the twoseat T.7) had a poor reputation among some pilots, Eddy was not among them – he
describes it as a ‘Rolls Royce’ compared to the Harvard ‘Tin Lizzies’. It had a much
nippier performance than the Harvard, was most docile at altitude …. but did have
a potentially nasty temperament at low level, especially low level at low speeds.
After five hours dual in the T.7 he went solo in the F.4 and started to learn more
about the realities of military flying. The Meteor was manoeuverable and to Eddy’s
liking. Some who flew it, junior pilots especially, found it a handful but his training
on Harvards had been good preparation, moving from one engine to two was no
major problem. He passed out from AFS in 1952, licenced to fly twin-engined jets.
As well as the routine of training, Eddy had a few memorable edge-of-the-seat
moments during this period, most notably one day shortly after his first Meteor solo
when he was coming down through cloud on basic instruments and the artificial
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horizon had not reset. With only twenty minutes worth of fuel remaining and flying
‘needle and ball’ he was being guided by the Driffield tower. The normal approach
was to let down heading east, away from Driffield, out over the North Sea, before
turning back and coming towards the airfield into the prevailing wind. This day, the
tower underestimated the strong westerly wind with the result that, during the set
time the tower had calculated, Eddy’s Meteor went further out to sea than intended
and faced the converse problem of a strong headwind slowing it down on the return
leg. His fuel reserves rapidly diminished and when he had just thirty gallons each in
the front and rear tanks (the minimum required for a normal overshoot) he realized
he would not make Driffield, did some quick thinking and was fortunate to be able
to put down just over the cliffs on dry land at the reserve airfield of RAF Carnaby,
close to Bridlington. Reducing the flight by ten miles probably saved both aircraft
and pilot.

Air-to-air firing
The Meteor T.7 had no guns and as a result could not be used for active training in
air-to-air firing. Eddy remembers the start of his air-to-air training at the RAF
Stradishall Operational Conversion Unit (OCU) when he was given a ‘this is what
you do’ before being sent off in an armed Mk.4.

The move to 504 Squadron at Wymeswold, 1952
With advanced flying training behind him Eddy received his first posting, to RAF
Odiham with 247 Sqn. At the time the Wing Commander (Flying) was Wg Cdr
Denis Crowley-Milling [Air Marshal Sir Denis Crowley-Milling KGB CBE DSO
DFC*]. Because his commitment under National Service was coming to a
conclusion, Eddy’s stay at Odiham was very short – just one check flight on Sept
22nd. As Eddy was keen to continue flying, Crowley-Milling asked where he was
likely to live and, on discovering it was to be Corby, made arrangements for Eddy to
be transferred the nearest Auxiliary flying squadron for his final month of National
Service, to 504 Sqn based in the neighbouring county of Leicestershire. The formal
process to pass Eddy over from regular to part-time flying was set in motion.
With just one month of his National Service to go, two weeks should have been
terminal leave and pilots were not supposed to undertake any further flying;
somehow this piece of bureaucracy got lost in the system. Eddy was posted to RAF
Wymeswold to complete his National Service and on arriving at Loughborough
station was delighted to find the Regular Adjutant, Flt Lt Ronnie Powling there to
welcome him and drive him to the aerodrome in the squadron Staff car. This first
meeting exemplified Ronnie Powling’s friendly approach to his colleagues and Eddy
remembers visiting the Powling family on many occasions in his bachelor days.
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First impressions of RAF Wymeswold were of hectic ground activity but no flying.
Major repairs were underway to the main runway as well as the creation of a large
concrete Aircraft Servicing Platform (ASP or ‘Apron’) by the hangars and Operating
Readiness Platforms (ORPs or ‘Scramble Pads’) at each end of the main runway. The
density of contractor’s traffic had necessitated 504 Sqn’s Meteors moving
temporarily to nearby RAF Newton even though it only had grass runways. So, after
the briefest of welcomes at Wymeswold, Eddy moved 13 miles north to Newton.

Settling in
At the time there were only two Regular RAF Officers with 504 Sqn, Ronnie Powling
as Adjutant and Ian Hart as Training Officer. It was with Ian Hart that Eddy had his
first flight with 504 Sqn on October 3rd 1952, a check flight in Meteor T.7 M ‘Mike’.
The Meteor was no problem as Eddy was fully acquainted with the type but
Newton’s grass runways were a little eccentric. The aerodrome was slightly domed
with the main runway NW/SE meaning that the take off run was initially uphill then,
once over the dome, downhill. Additionally, when taking off into the prevailing
southwest wind, just over the hill the runway had a kink to the left necessitating a
judicious touch on the rudder before lifting off. All the pilots seemed to find the
Meteor very capable of dealing with this and the newcomer was no exception, the
check flight went well and after landing Eddy was immediately pointed to a singleseat Mk.8 in which he was to fly up to Hooton Park, near Liverpool where the
squadron was moving to take part in Exercise ‘Momentum’ with the two resident
squadrons (610 and 611 RAuxAF), also flying Meteors.
At Hooton Park Eddy’s introduction to active flying with 504 Sqn was interesting.
On one of his first sorties, three Flights of four Meteors were to take off, one each
from the local squadrons and the third, led by Flt Lt Jimmy Baxter, from 504 Sqn.
This flight included the new pilot, Eddy Bell. As the result of a change in the wind
direction, the resident squadrons had been given new runway instructions but this
piece of information had not been passed down to 504. The first two Flights went to
the runway and disappeared to the far end, not taking off but turning to retrace their
tracks.
Not knowing this, the 504 Flight lined up on the runway and the first pair (Jimmy
and Eddy) released brakes to start their take off run. Just as his Meteor’s nose wheel
was about to lift off the ground Baxter realized that he was looking at eight Meteors
facing them at the far end of the runway. His nose wheel came sharply back down,
as did Eddy’s and with hard braking they managed to slow sufficiently and squeeze
past the line up facing them. In contrast the second 504 pair, although spotting the
obstacle, kept going and just managed to stagger into the air above the aircraft lined
up for take off. A memorable introduction to the new squadron and an
embarrassment to the leaders since it all took place in full view of Wg Cdr Mike
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Birkin, a previous CO of 504 and now a very senior officer in the RAuxAF, sitting in
his own aircraft taking a keen interest. [See also Keith Hislop’s memories.]
After that, the weekend went smoothly, with four or five straightforward scramble
intercepts each day and on the Sunday evening the Meteors were left at Hooton
Park while the pilots returned to Wymeswold by road: Ronnie Powling, Ian Hart,
‘Dickie’ Bird (the Engineering Officer) and Eddy in the staff car.
The next Friday, Gerry Smith flew Eddy for a local recce flight from Newton before
the squadron returned to Hooton Park. Following this Eddy flew Jimmy Baxter to
Hooton Park in the T.7 and after a successful and less eventful weekend, they flew
back as a full squadron direct to Wymeswold where runway repairs had been
completed.

Working weeks and flying weekends
Eddy settled into civilian employment in the Stewart and Lloyd steelworks’
laboratories at Corby. His working week included Saturday mornings so seldom was
he able to fly at Wymeswold until Saturday afternoons and at the time, without his
own car, he had to make the journey by public transport. Something of a chore:
train from Corby to Melton Mowbray, bus from Melton to Burton on the Wolds and
RAF Wymeswold. Sunday evenings would be the reverse. One evening Eddy
remembers waiting at the Burton bus stop; the bus was late and he had a train to
catch. The delayed bus eventually arrived and Eddy explained his predicament to
the driver who, ‘a very decent fellow’, made all haste to Melton Mowbray and,
instead of going direct to the bus station, diverted and first took Eddy to his train.
There was a regular Thursday evening meeting at Upnah House in Nottingham
when the squadron got together for lectures and an extended social life. If the
Auxiliary pilots had free time, they could turn up at Wymeswold during the week
for extra flying or an air test. In this way Eddy was able to get a limited amount of
flying outside the weekends but having a full-time job necessitated juggling time
and transport. After a year, he enrolled at Nottingham University to read Geology,
managed to acquire his own MG car and at last had transport flexibility. Moreover,
Wymeswold was much closer to Nottingham than Corby.
During his flying training days Eddy had met and become friendly with Arthur
Barnes. Consequently, early in Eddy’s time at Wymeswold, Arthur was invited to
visit the squadron for a weekend and by the end of this had become 504’s latest
recruit. They and several colleagues frequently stayed overnight in the
accommodation next to the Officers’ Mess, especially on Saturdays. As a student
Eddy spent five nights a week in his student digs and two (Friday and Saturday) at
Wymeswold.
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Eddy Bell’s ‘M’ Type MG
1953. Left to right: Dave
Zanker, Arthur Barnes, Geoff
Blagg, E B; Jackie Marriott in
the car. (Eddy Bell)

The facilities (two in a shared room) had improved somewhat since the early days
of 504’s occupation at Wymeswold when the accommodation was known as the
‘Snake Pit’ but the social life was much the same with visits to the local pubs and
forays to Loughborough and Nottingham for something more exciting. Arthur and
Eddy teamed up with some (reported) success to woo the young ladies of
Loughborough. As well as personal charm, in the 1950s being a fighter pilot and
driving an MG were tickets to popularity.
Squadron life for the Auxiliaries was undoubtedly more relaxed than that in a
Regular squadron, with officers and aircrew serving with the same squadron for a
longer time than would have been the case in a Regular unit and Eddy recalls
having to remember to call the CO ‘Sir’ and not by his first name when on duty
(they were both students at Nottingham University). There was strong comradeship
and many young pilots matured together and developed lifelong friendships.
Eddy’s reflects that his years flying as a pilot in the RAuxAF are perhaps more
enjoyable in retrospect than necessarily at the time – it was, after all, a military unit
set up to train for war. Much of the flying was enjoyable but it was not for fun, the
training programme reflected a very serious side: there was a job to be done. Air to
air and air to ground combat flying in the first generation of jet fighters was not the
safest occupation and although 504’s safety record was better than some squadrons,
occasional accidents happened.
Balancing the hard work and serious nature of their business were enjoyable
occasions that just could not have been experienced elsewhere. There were periods
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waiting for things to happen, one minute dozing in the Meteor’s cockpit on the
scramble pad at the end of the runway, the next a rapid startup, brakes off and
airborne within forty five seconds of the scramble call. Military flying in the 1950s
was less planned than today and Eddy remembers the occasional low pass over the
Senate Building at Nottingham University to ‘say hello’ or, at the end of a day’s
flying, returning towards Wymeswold of an evening with the industrial haze then so
prevalent in the Midlands blown away and, when over the airfield at twenty
thousand feet, throttling back to initiate a slow, unhurried descent to the east before
running back in for the break and landing – and the prospect of a party somewhere
that evening!
In the mid 1950s there was one significant advantage in being an RAuxAF pilot
compared to a Regular when, as a result of the closing of the Suez Canal, fuel
supplies were limited and Regular pilots were restricted to flying only one hundred
and twenty hours a year. For some reason these limitations were not extended to the
Auxiliaries who got a bounty of £50 when they had flown eighty hours in the year
and were encouraged to fly as much as they could. Most did one hundred and fifty
to one hundred and sixty hours a year but Eddy totaled two hundred and fifty between Jan and August 1956 alone he flew one hundred and twenty hours.

Flying with the Wymeswold Wing – 504 and 616 Sqns.
Wg Cdr Frank Jensen, a popular and well-respected officer, commanded the
Wymeswold Wing from 1955 to 1957, flying his ‘own’ Meteor ‘FJ’ - FlashJig. Eddy
remembers flying as his No 2, notably on the occasions when Jensen led him in
formation aerobatics, loops and wingovers, because such activity was not generally
permitted. Although the squadron regularly flew in close formation for air displays
and provided individual displays, they left formation aerobatics to teams set up for
the purpose.
There was very little competition between the two squadrons in the Wing even
though Jensen and his predecessor Wg Cdr Randall tried to encourage friendly
rivalry. When it flew ‘Balbos’, formations of large numbers of aircraft, Eddy
remembers the pilots all having ‘a good time’ after the flying. The good social life
was particularly apparent at summer camps, that at Sylt being remembered as one
of the most bucolic. The local nudists’ beach was also memorable and encouraged
low- level recces!
The squadrons however had markedly different accident records. 616 Sqn had
pilots as good and as experienced as 504 Sqn, including a senior Rolls Royce test
pilot from nearby Hucknall. However, 616 was losing more than its share of pilots
in fatal accidents, resulting in the appointment of a Regular RAF Squadron Leader to
instill stronger flying discipline. The firm line he needed to take perhaps made him
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less popular but many of the squadron members realized that his approach was
ultimately for their own good.
Each squadron was equipped with twelve Meteors, ten Mk.8s and two Mk.7s. With
an average of two aircraft being serviced at any one time this gave the squadron an
effective strength of eight aircraft plus the T.7s for active service. Although the
squadrons had a complement of twenty four or twenty five pilots they rarely all
turned up for flying at the same time. With an average sortie time of one hour and a
turnaround time of thirty minutes it meant that each aircraft could undertake five
sorties a day and a reasonable amount of flying could be achieved by each pilot.
Eddy recalls flying as many as four sorties on a single day although sometimes it
might be just one. Such an active flying programme and fast turnaround of aircraft
made life busy for the ground crews and illustrated their efficiency.

Summer Camps
1953: Sylt
One day Eddy was flying as a pair with Archie Wilson for cine practice - safe
enough when at the normal altitude of twenty thousand feet but on this occasion
they were flying lower and ran into cloud. Archie decided to pull up to twenty
thousand feet but Eddy’s Meteor’s attitude horn was u/s: he stalled at around five
thousand feet and started to go down. Eddy decided he wasn’t going to eject, pulled
the stick back into his stomach as hard as he could and blacked out while pulling
out of the dive, recovering to find the aircraft in a very shallow climb. Realising the
bottom of his dive must have been extremely close to the ground Eddy resisted calls
from Archie to immediately join him at twenty thousand feet and flew up and down
the causeway linking Sylt with the mainland a few times to collect his senses and
equilibrium.
Also at Sylt, Keith Hislop and Bud Abbott nearly ran out of fuel in the T.7 while
flying an instrument practice and aerobatics. They were unable to get a heading
from Sylt to direct their return but recognised some of the local landmarks, got
within sight of the airfield and, very short of fuel, elected to fly straight in rather than
over the runway, break and enter the circuit conventionally. Keith was in control of
the T.7 but his radio mike had gone u/s so he was unable to communicate either
with Bud or Sylt tower. To his alarm, as he made his emergency approach, he saw
another Meteor (piloted by Ken Hatfield) taxiing out onto the runway to take off.
Keith had only just managed to get back to base and was unable to go around again
so put the T.7 down on the edge of the runway, bursting a tyre and swerving off the
runway into a ditch dug in preparation for new runway lighting. The Meteor came
to an abrupt halt, fortunately neither pilot suffered injury and after a short while the
crash tender and assorted vehicles arrived. Although the Meteor stayed behind after
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Top left: Eddy Bell - ‘Legbruise Charlie 4 bravo’ on return from Sylt. (Eddy Bell)
Top right: Dave Fairbanks - ‘Legbruise Charlie 4 alpha’. (Eddy Bell)
Centre: Jackie Marriott after flight back from Sylt. (Eddy Bell)
Bottom: Ten 504 Sqn Meteors at Wymeswold, just home from Sylt. (Eddy Bell)
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504 Sqn pilots at Oldenburg 1954. Right to left: Jeff Blagg, Jimmy Baxter, Jerry
Smith, Arthur Barnes, Keith Hislop. (Via Pat Hubbard)
the Camp it could be repaired and eventually returned to Wymeswold. [See also
Keith Hislop’s memories]
504 Sqn’s other T.7 was flown back from Sylt to the UK by Dave Fairbanks with
Eddy Bell in the back seat (call sign: Legbruise Charlie); they too found their aircraft
was getting short of fuel and were considering diverting to Marham when Dave
made the decision that they had just enough fuel to get to Wymeswold. He was
right and they continued the flight, landing successfully at home base.

1954: Oldenburg
Eddy missed the first week of this camp, as he was committed to a geology field trip
with the university. With this completed he drove over to Wymeswold expecting to
be flown out to Germany in a Meteor T.7 but when he was driving his MG out of
Wymeswold village by the approach for runway 26, he saw a Meteor Mk.8 coming
in to land. This transpired to be Wg Cdr Randall, returning from Oldenburg and so
Eddy was to fly the single-seater back.
Eddy, having expected a relaxed ride as back-seat passenger now had to fly to RAF
Mildenhall in Suffolk where he would prepare a flight plan for the trip, a task he was
not used to undertaking. As it was his first day back in the air and he was keen to
get to Oldenburg it was ‘a little tedious’ however, with the flight plan successfully
completed, he took off from Mildenhall, flying east through heavy ‘clag’ and seeing
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very little of the ground until over the Netherlands when he caught sight of the
Zuider Zee. From there he timed his onward flight to Oldenburg and when he
thought he was close, called Oldenburg Approach on the radio. They quickly came
back with an order to complete an urgent one hundred and eighty degree turn: he
had been given incorrect met data and a stronger than anticipated wind had taken
him over the border into East Germany. His turn was very sharp and he flew ‘like a
bat out of Hell’ back west over the border landing safely at Oldenburg to find – to
his delight – that his colleagues were all ready to go off to Hamburg for the night
and were waiting for him in the bus. His stay on the Reeperbahn was a welcome
break.

1955: Chivenor
Shortly before the Chivenor camp Eddy had driven Dave Fairbanks to RAF North
Luffenham and on the return journey managed to roll his MG and damage both the
car and himself so he was medically off flying for a few weeks. The camp was
affected by a rail strike and Eddy remembers sitting outside the flight huts at
Chivenor with John Simpson and Eric Pennington shouting ‘Scab! Scab!’ at the
driver of a shunting engine rolling along the line nearby. Fortunately, the driver and
stoker couldn’t hear them! Eddy flew the second week at Chivenor with no alarms.

1955: Celle with 616 Sqn Camp
Although he missed half the flying at Chivenor Eddy made up for it when 616 Sqn
asked if 504 Sqn could lend them three or four Meteors for their summer camp at
Celle from 25th July to 6th August. 504 Sqn was happy to oblige and was also able to
send three pilots, Eddy, Alan Terry and Mike Bennett. They were due to fly out by
transport aircraft while 616 Sqn’s pilots flew the Meteors and so drove by car north
to 616 Sqn’s base at Finningley. They were watching the Meteors depart when the
leader of a group of four retracted his undercarriage a little too soon. The Meteor,
not quite airborne, sank back onto the runway, bounced on the ventral fuel tank,
which ruptured - in its wake leaving a stream of fuel that ignited about one hundred
yards behind the aircraft. The fire was catching up fast with the Meteor and Dave
Davies in ATC urgently advised the leader to jettison his ventral tank, which he did
just before the end of the runway. The Meteor climbed away as fast as possible
while the tank landed back on the runway and exploded with a tremendous bang!
The Meteor pilot, somewhat shaken, came back around in the circuit and landed –
with full internal tanks, something not recommended in the Meteor pilot’s manual.
Eventually all the Meteors departed safely and after a successful camp, Eddy
returned to Finningley in the cockpit of a Meteor Mk.8.
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1956: Malta
Malta was a camp that Eddy really enjoyed although it was not without incident.
The day the squadron was flying down to their first staging post at Tangmere, on the
Sussex coast, Eddy needed to attend his graduation ceremony at Nottingham
University. After being awarded his degree and back in his digs, not sure how he
was to travel south, Eddy received a phone call from Pat Briggs at Wymeswold, now
Commanding Officer of 504 Sqn.
‘Eddy. Where are you?’
‘At my digs, you knew it was my graduation day’
‘Well we are leaving an ‘eight’ for you, so get down to Tangmere as soon as
possible’
Eddy’s mother and father had been at the graduation ceremony and drove him over
to Wymeswold. His Meteor was ready and he made the short flight down to
Tangmere where he had to open the throttle, put out the air brakes and fly up and
down the coast for a while to use up fuel. On landing he heard that the rest of the
squadron pilots had gone down to Southampton to test the local hostelries (in
preparation for a long flight south in the morning). Eddy, however, had had quite a
day and decided to spend the evening in the Mess where his appetite was for food
rather than drink; the staff there provided him with a very generous and memorable
helping of kidneys. ‘Delicious!’
Next day, with the squadron complete and clear-headed, they took off for Istres in
the south of France. Eddy was flying No 4 in battle formation (half-mile spacings)
led by Pat Briggs with Maurice Hibberd at No 2 and Ken Hatfield at No 3. Well
south of the Channel and with the CO doing the navigation Eddy thought he would
just check with the map to see where they were, something he describes succinctly
as a bad move. He looked down at his map for just a few seconds and then back out
of the cockpit to find that there was not a Meteor in sight and it was somewhat
cloudy. In some trepidation he called up Red Leader to report that he no longer had
visual contact. Pat was not best pleased but Eddy kept the same heading and after a
few minutes heard Maurice Hibberd on the radio telling him to look forward at his
one o’clock. Sure enough there was Maurice’s Meteor, he had dropped down out of
the cloud, saw Eddy’s aircraft at his seven o’clock and asked him to check on the
reciprocal heading. Success! Eddy rejoined the formation and, not looking down
again for anything, successfully made the transfer to Istres.
Some years previously, Eddy had hitch-hiked to nearby Marseilles with his sister
and had hoped to catch a glimpse of the area from the air but on departing Istres
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Eddy Bell’s Meteor ‘C’ at Istres
after flight from Tangmere
7 July 1956. (504 Sqn
Association)

Section of Eddy Bell’s log book for July 1956. (Eddy Bell)
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Fg Off Eddy Bell, T’Qali Malta 10 July 1956,
having just flown over Mount Etna – see log
book. (Eddy Bell)

and for the whole trip down to Malta via Corsica and Sardinia he kept his eyes
firmly fixed on his formation.

Eddy Bell outlines elements of 504 Sqn’s regular training syllabus
Although there was occasionally a little time available at the end of sorties for
informal flying, most took place as part of a set training programme devised and
overseen by the Squadron Training Officer, reflecting the squadron’s purpose and
Group’s current priorities.

Air-to-air gunnery
Although the full war ‘load’ in the magazines for the Meteor 8’s four cannons was
six hundred and forty rounds, the norm for training was ninety rounds split between
two guns. As long as there were no stoppages the guns fired at a rate of one hundred
and sixty rounds a minute so there was only ammunition for a few bursts, each
lasting a few seconds. Eddy found this was often quite sufficient because (as he puts
it) ‘my eyesight was not very good and I liked to get in close to the target’.
The target for air-to-air gunnery was a flag or drogue banner towed behind another
of the squadron’s Meteors when operating from Wymeswold or sometimes a
different aircraft when they were at camp. Firing took place about fifty miles off the
coast; the aircraft with the flag would take off first and make for the practice area at
no more than two hundred and forty knots, any faster and the flag’s tow rope was
likely to break. Shortly afterwards the attacking Meteors (usually one or two pairs)
would follow and, when they caught up, the tug flew straight and level at three
hundred feet and two hundred and forty knots. While the non-firing pilots’ Meteors
were stationed five hundred feet higher and a quarter of a mile away, the pilot in the
slot would fly parallel with and two hundred and fifty to three hundred feet above
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the target towing aircraft in preparation for a ‘quarter’ attack. From this position the
attacker would dive, turn away from the target and give himself room to haul back
straight, then turn towards the target, get the flag in sight, put the gun sight pipper
on the target and in the final one thousand feet squeeze off a one second burst. The
attacker would then reposition parallel with the target tow (on the opposite side
now) and repeat the attack from the other quarter. This process was testing for the
pilot and time-consuming even when firing for just seven or eight seconds.
The gun sight was normally retracted below the windshield and only brought up
when the gun was going to be used. As the sight was close to his eyes Eddy found it
easier to see it with his poorer right eye (if he had had time to push the stick over
further he could have used his better, left, eye for clearer vision) but he found the
slightly blurred right-eye view of the pipper more effective and his scores were to a
good standard. The sight took account of the ‘lead’ required to hit the moving target
and was supposed to compensate for the span of the target. When the towed flag
filled the circle of diamonds, it was in range.
The guns could be set to deliver various patterns, from wide, through cluster to spot
at a specific range; in wartime each pilot could choose how he best liked his
aircraft’s guns to be aligned.
Each aircraft’s shells were dipped in different coloured paint so that when they hit
the target they left a coloured mark and hits could be counted. Although not perfect,
this was generally acceptable although the fourth attacker on the flag sometimes lost
out if the target already had many holes in it. Having pressed home their attacks the
aircraft returned to base, followed some ten minutes later by the constrained target
tug which flew slow and low over the aerodrome where it dropped the target for
rapid collection and keen examination. In his last year Eddy achieved a very
creditable sixteen percent.
As well as regular air-to-air firing exercises from Wymeswold and Finningley, the
home base of 616 Sqn, 504’s partner in the Wymeswold Wing, summer camps were
important times when air-to-air firing was given high priority and the towing aircraft
were generally provided by the host station - often Meteors, occasionally Vampires
and sometimes piston-engined aircraft.

Air-to-Ground gunnery
As the Wymeswold Wing comprised two day-fighter squadrons, air to ground
gunnery was only an occasional element in the training syllabus and was often
constrained by weather conditions on the nearest ranges, on the Wash. Eddy
remembers operating out of RAF Sculthorpe (Norfolk) on one occasion for air-toground firing and on several other occasions at summer camps.
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Large targets would be painted on a suitable surface on the ground. Shells were not
coloured because the ground crew on the range could see where they were striking.
The Meteors would be flown at a forty five degree angle to towards the target and
break off the dive at five hundred feet. The pullout had to be gradual as the Meteor
tended to ‘mush’ and if the pilot pulled out too quickly the aircraft’s nose would be
pointing up but the aircraft would still be going down. Eddy had some interesting
feedback on this approach when he was ‘loaned’ to 616 Sqn for his second summer
camp in 1955 at Sylt. The designated range control officer was Dave Davies, who
Eddy knew from his time at RAF Feltwell and who had been on duty when the 616
Sqn Meteor ‘bounced’ on its belly tank when leaving Finningley for the camp a few
days earlier. After one sortie Dave told Eddy that he was flying far too low for that
range, explaining that the Luftwaffe had used it intensively before and during WW2
and as a result there were lots of metal fragments on the ground significantly
increasing the risk of ricochet – especially if flying low! Eddy made adjustments on
future sorties.

High Level Sorties and Mach Runs
When not on mainstream sorties high level flights with a Mach run could be
undertaken, mainly to allow the pilots to get the feel of the Meteor at the edge of its
flight envelope. The flight involved a climb at a particular throttle setting, taking the
aircraft up to thirty five to forty thousand feet. Once established at altitude, the
Mach run would be flown; in the early days of Meteor flying this was around 0.84M
but later was reduced, probably because the Meteor had a very narrow flying
‘window’ at that height between a high speed and low speed stall, a performance
that caused not a few accidents.
At its marginal height performance, the Meteor was difficult to keep on a straight
heading and had a tendency to increase speed and ‘hunt’ port/starboard/up and
down. Pilots were discouraged from getting into such an unusual attitude at high
altitude as invariably the aircraft would enter a spiral dive - not a tight turn, more a
relaxed spin. The application of opposite rudder and centralized stick would
successfully get the aircraft on an even keel and descent at a constant angle but it
was not a quick process and the aircraft would have lost twenty thousand feet by the
time it leveled out.

Manoeuvering as a Flight
When scrambled as a flight of four or the whole squadron of eight, there would be
Red/Blue or Red/Yellow flights with individual call signs reflecting this e.g. Red
One, Red Two etc. Flights would be two sections in a ‘finger four’; in a left-hand
finger four this would mean the leader was the index finger, his wingman, Red Two
to his right and slightly behind, Red Three to the leader’s left, never very close -
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three to four hundred yards away - and his wingman Red Four in the ‘little finger’
position. The two wingmen would fly a little closer to their section leaders.
When climbing to altitude it was normal to fly crossover turns so that after the turn
the left-hand finger four would then be in a right-hand pattern. In a left-hand turn,
to maintain positions, Red Three and Four would, as a pair, slide under the leader
and Red Two slide over in the opposite direction. The climb to altitude involved
flying at a fairly high Mach number so there was not a lot of spare throttle but when
performed well, the crossover turn was completed without throttle changes.
When flying as a squadron the Flights would undertake their crossovers and also
cross over as Flights with the second Flight crossing over or under the first. There
were slight differences whether the turn was ninety degrees or one hundred and
eighty. However, the squadron rarely flew as a full eight because when they were
all airborne it was normal for the two Flights to oppose each other under Sector
control or oppose a four that had taken off from another airfield (frequently 616 Sqn
from Finningley). The attacking formation would normally be vectored to the
bandits so that they could attack from a ninety-degree angle.
Eddy remembers one occasion when things did not go quite to plan. ‘Tubby’
Randall was CO and leading the squadron out to intercept 616 Sqn with two flights,
Jimmy Beardsall leading the second. Normally, of course, Sector communications
with the defenders could not be heard by the attackers and vice versa so that each
would be unaware of the other’s heading but on this occasion the squadrons were
to meet up and fly as a ‘Balbo’ and instructions to 616 could be heard by 504.
Normally, Eddy says, when flying on a vector from Sector you were busy flying your
own heading and not doing too much maths but Keith Hislop was listening closely
and on hearing the vector that 616 had been given realized the two squadrons were
on reciprocal headings and gave a quick call to warn Tubby that they were going to
meet head-on. Sure enough, as he put out the call the pilots saw dots on the horizon
that rapidly materialized into 616 Sqn’s Meteors. As each squadron was flying at
high Mach their closing speed was dramatic and the two formations flew through
each other (‘the sky is a big place’) and, typically, they laughed it off ….. but as Eddy
says ‘you don’t do that kind of thing!’ Whether the controllers at Group received a
caustic comment from the squadrons is not recorded.
At the end of the exercise 504 Sqn were joined by 616 Sqn to land at Wymeswold,
as a result fifteen Meteors arrived simultaneously. As normal with large groups
landing together, the first Flight held its break until it was further down the airfield
than normal to give reasonable spacing between aircraft for the downwind leg and
landing but even then there was a long stream of aircraft rolling down the runway
at the same time. Eddy, landing number three, remembers being urged by Jimmy
Beardsall (coming behind him as leader of the second Flight) to get a move on
although there was nothing he could do as he had his own leader and No. 2 ahead
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Part of the Wymeswold Wing:
616 Sqn Meteor Mk.8s.
Photograph of a painting
hanging in the Smuts room
at RAF College, Cranwell.

of him. Fortunately, the early arrivals turned promptly onto the taxiway and disaster
was averted.
There was normally little use of the brakes on the landing run (they were operated
by a lever on the control column) and touchdown was always on the mainwheels
with the nose kept off the ground to aerodynamically slow the aircraft and the nose
lowered gently before it stalled. Watchers on the ground remember a gentle
nodding of the Meteors from occasional touches on the brakes as they ended the
landing run.
On another exercise, Eddy was flying Number Four with Tubby Randall leading.
Eric Pennington was Number Two and Dave Fairbanks Number Three. The Flight
was maintaining a high Mach number and Fairbanks suddenly realized that his
Meteor had long range wing tanks attached which had a significant negative effect
on the aircraft’s performance. He radioed his leader that he was ‘almost falling out
of this’ and separated from the formation but did not take his wingman, Eddy with
him so Eddy moved up to Number Three.

‘Fighter Approaches’
In the 1950s fighters landed as quickly as possible to avoid being ‘bounced’ by
enemy aircraft when they were slowing down in the circuit or on the landing run,
Dave Fairbanks was living proof and had gained many of his wartime kills in this
way through pouncing on enemy aircraft returning to their bases. Coming back to
base the Meteors would dive to cross the end of the runway in Sections at about
three hundred knots in echelon starboard. The leader would pull sharply up from
straight and level into a climbing left-hand turn for the downwind led and after a
count of ‘one… two’ the wingman would break, followed in sequence by those
behind, extending a little if there were many aircraft to fit in the circuit. The pull up
from the break would reduce speed to about one hundred and fifty knots for
undercarriage down and then a tight turn in to line up with the runway, bringing the
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speed down to around ninety five knots for touchdown – although the old saying
was add five knots if you were married and five each for your children! Eddy
remembers that they usually flew in a little above the target speed for safety and to
avoid undershooting.

… And Take-offs
At least on landing there were not the problems with jet efflux that could be
encountered on takeoff. When taking off as a section of four these were normally
avoided by the first two unsticking as soon as possible and climbing while the
second pair kept low and then climbed up to formate with the Nos. 1 and 2. On one
occasion however, Eddy remembers it was decided to take off in box formation with
No. 1 in the middle of the runway out-front, No. 2 just behind and on the right, No.
3 just behind on the left and No. 4 ‘in the box’ directly behind the leader. Dave
Fairbanks was No. 4 and as the four rolled down the runway all went well as the
leader and Nos. 1 & 2 lifted off as normal but Dave found that although he had
reached takeoff speed and despite pulling back on the stick he was being kept down
by the jet efflux from the leader. He was past the point where he could abort takeoff
so kept pulling back and right at the end of the runway the leader had gained
sufficient height that the efflux effect reduced, Dave managed to get the Meteor
airborne and skim over the boundary fence.

On the Scramble Pads (Quick Response Alert – QRA)
Most operational flying was undertaken from the large concrete apron in front of the
hangars but sometimes, usually associated with Sector or Nationwide exercises the
Meteors were lined up on the scramble pad at the end of the runway in use, with
telephone lines plugged into the rear fuselage so that the pilots could hear direct
instructions from Group to scramble. These exercises were sometimes an interesting
break from squadron routine and usually involved high level intercepts (although
the formal squadron records appear to witness a lot of time waiting in less-thancomfortable circumstances). A memorable flight recalled by Eddy was one
afternoon (probably a Sunday) when the industrial haze had cleared and the sky
was gin-clear so that when they reached altitude, even while maintaining formation,
he had time to register that he could see the south coast one way and the Humber
Estuary the other. He also remembers that when the ‘enemy’ force came in they
turned to pursue but did not catch up with them until they were nearly over
Liverpool.
Another day during an exercise, Eddy was in the control tower and the squadron
had a flight lined up waiting on one of the scramble pads when he heard the leader,
Pat Briggs exclaim ‘Oh my goodness, my No. 2 has almost ejected himself!’
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His No. 2, lined up alongside, was Maurice Hibbert, in civilian life a flying
instructor on Chipmunks. In that aircraft, to close the hood you reached back over
your head, took hold of the canopy and pulled. In his Meteor, Maurice was
probably somewhat bored from waiting and as an automatic move when wanting to
close the hood, reached back catching hold of the ejector seat handle, located just
behind his head. He had half pulled it when he realized his mistake and froze!
Seeing what had happened and recognizing the seat as armed and dangerous the
ground crew beat a hasty retreat and had to be coaxed back to assist while Maurice
gingerly released his harness, made the seat as secure as possible and exited the
cockpit. The specialists who could deal with the problem duly arrived and what
would have undoubtedly have been a fatal accident was avoided.

Other training
The flying training programme had to cover a wide variety of additional aspects
such as mock air to air attacks with cine, tail-chases, Ground Controlled
Approaches, close formation flying (especially for airshows), sector recces, sea
searches, Mach runs, low flying, individual rating tests (e.g. instruments) and night
flying.

1956: Final farewell to Wymeswold
Eddy Bell’s time flying with 504 came to a conclusion in 1956, just after his 25 th
birthday. Although he could have stayed longer, having recently graduated from
Nottingham it was time to move on – back to Canada and a career as a geologist.
His time with the squadron left a wealth of memories and he retained lifelong
contact with his Wymeswold colleagues.

In the air 2: memories from Keith Hislop
Keith Hislop has given his permission to reproduce the relevant part of his
memories written for his family as well as three letters he wrote to me, much
in response to questions I had asked. I have made minor adjustments for
clarity but they are otherwise verbatim. There is a little repetition but this is
deliberately retained, each element being right in its context. Similarly, where
Eddy Bell’s memories cover the same event, references are given. Minor
differences in perspective reflect the fact that they were viewing the same
events from different positions. Richard Knight
My Wymeswold era provided a huge chunk of character formation. By definition
squadron life brings together a tight-knit group of like-minded young men eager to
do their bit when their country needs them. It was true during the 1939-45 War and
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equally true in the Cold War 1951-57 when the government realised that the threat
of Russian expansion was real and a holding operation was needed before the
missile age could come to fruition
[In late 1950] I met, quite out of the blue, Ronnie Powling, my old flight
commander from RAF Valley days. In the course of our conversation he informed
me that he had been posted as Regular Adjutant to 504 Auxiliary Squadron, now
based at Wymeswold - considered more suitable for jet fighter operations than
Hucknall, which had been their home from 1928 to 1940 and 1948/49. The
Auxiliaries, known as the 'millionaire squadron' in pre-war days, represented
roughly half of the front-line fighter strength [at that time] and had built up a
reputation, both pre-war and during it. Most were attached to major cities such as
London, Glasgow, Edinburgh etc. and all had glorious reputations. Pre-war they
only had commissioned pilots mainly from wealthy families who could indulge in
the new 'sport' of flying combative service aircraft. A story went around that one of
the London squadrons ran short of fuel so they bought the petrol filling station on
the edge of the runway. One of them had an uncle who was Chairman of B.P. so
when the filling station ran dry, he arranged for bowsers to keep up supplies.
During the Battle of Britain and beyond, for the whole period of hostilities, the
Auxiliaries served in the forefront of battle and 504 was no exception. One of the
most famous events towards the end of the Battle of Britain featured a 504
Hurricane that, having run out of ammunition, rammed a Dornier 17 heading for
Buckingham Palace. The Hurricane pilot baled out and landed near Victoria Station
and the German bomber ploughed into the ground short of its apparent objective,
killing the crew. Ray Holmes, the Hurricane pilot in question, lived to fight another
day and died on 27th June 2005, well into his eighties. A Hurricane replica, painted
as Holmes’ 504 Squadron aircraft, is now on view outside the RAF Museum
Hendon.
To be welcomed into the squadron following the chance meeting and ensuing
interview was a stroke of luck and the start of a wonderful and exciting new
experience. I took to it immediately and after a few familiarisation dual trips in the
two-seater (Mk.7) version, started squadron flying properly in the Meteor Mk.4
single seater. We had a day fighter role during the Cold War, flying every weekend
and any other time we could spare, including summer camps in Germany, Malta
etc.
My first Meteor solo was clouded in tragedy. A lone Meteor came into the circuit as
I was strapping in and, unknown to me, it was flying on one engine due to shortage
of fuel. In those early days we only had about 45 minutes flying time at low and
medium heights and this particular pilot had stretched his sortie to take in a ‘beat
up’ of his parents’ home in north Kent. He realised his foolishness on the way home
and in trying to fly for range, closed down one engine, and committed the cardinal
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Keith Hislop and Meteor.

sin of letting his airspeed drop below one hundred and sixty knots in the circuit and
then too much power in the one engine caused him to roll into the ground. He was
just one of the hundreds to die in this manner over the ten year period the Meteor
was the main front line fighter.
However, in the true tradition of the Air Force I pressed on and completed the
sortie, making sure I stayed reasonably local and did not practice any singleengined flying. Powerful jet engines fitted onto conventional airframe and wing
design was not the safest configuration but we all had to live with it, practiced and
hoped not to be placed in an embarrassing situation. The Mk.4 was not equipped
with an ejector seat and it was virtually impossible to bale out of successfully. I
certainly never heard of anyone who did so but we did have the rarest of events in
the squadron. One of the pilots was again caught out by lack of fuel when well out
to sea off Skegness. He had lost radio contact over a full cloud cover and had to let
down towards the sea to avoid any high ground. On finally breaking cloud he was
well out to sea and, on seeing a trawler, decided to ditch as close as possible to the
ship. Unfortunately, the long and sustained ‘hold off’ meant that he was about two
miles off the intended spot and the aircraft hit the water and sank immediately. He
described how difficult it was to open the hood but managed it and was able to pop
out like a cork out of a bottle. It happened that he was not wearing a Mae West life
jacket. He was, however, a strong swimmer and despite the intense cold of the
North Sea he struck out towards the boat put out by the trawler. They eventually
plucked him out on the end of a boat-hook. He was shaken, stirred, nearly drowned
and chastened …… soon to leave the squadron to become an air traffic controller at
Hucknall, the home of Roll’s Royce’s test fleet of specialised aircraft. I never heard
of another ditching event in the Meteor’s history …….. just another statistic in its
ten-year life at the forefront; at a cost of eight hundred and seventy aircraft and three
hundred and fifty three pilots. [See also the record of the 1954 Summer Camp in the
Wymeswold story.]
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The ejector seats were introduced into service when the much-awaited Mk.8
replaced the earlier mark. The Mk.8 was redesigned with many changes to the
airframe configuration but still with the same Rolls Royce Derwent jet engines
mounted as before. The Meteor Mk.8 seemed sleeker than the ‘4’ with the added
bonus of an ejector seat. Drop tanks, when fitted, added range but performance in
terms of agility was compromised.
Martin Baker, who designed and manufactured the seat, brought it round to the
squadrons being re-equipped to demonstrate how it worked, using a test rig
consisting of a high tower with rails and ratchets. It was quite weird to be sitting in
a mock-up cockpit on the ground one minute and sitting in the seat only high up the
rails the next! We were then wound down to earth in one piece, unfortunately, in
many cases, hospitalised with back damage. They did say that RAF hospitals at the
time were mainly filled with injuries sustained at Mess parties or ejector seat trials.
Two very strong cartridges were used to fire the seat, activated by pulling a face
protector forward and downwards from the headrest.
There was one amusing story concerning our AOC who was based at Newton, near
Nottingham and often paid us a visit. He flew in his own Meteor and on one
occasion was strapping in, helped by an airman who was about to take out the
safety pin on the ejector seat mechanism. Air Vice Marshall Atcherley,
affectionately known throughout the RAF as ‘Batchy’, said: ‘What are you doing? If
I wish to leave this aeroplane, I’ll go over the side like a gentleman’. Perhaps his
twin brother had the same philosophy as he was lost flying a lone Meteor from
Takali, Malta, to Istres in the south of France. Neither aircraft nor body was ever
found. Some years later the squadron flew to Takali, taking the same route to form
part of the Mediterranean exercises. There is an awful lot of sea to fly over but the
comfort of two engines calms the nerves.
But I digress onto other people’s problems and in those early days at Wymeswold I
had other things to think about. I had hardly become fully integrated and a
meaningful member when all Auxiliary Squadrons were called up en masse to
bolster a front line weakened by regular squadrons’ postings to the Far East. The
Korean conflict had erupted and became a real-life shooting war between the
Russians and the USAF and the RAF. It was widely thought that the Russians used
that theatre of war to battle harden their pilots in the final phase of operational
training and a six week cycle of expertise developed, resulting in the kind of
casualties experienced in the Battle of Britain, when raw Spitfire and Hurricane
pilots had to be thrown in at the deep end.
The three-month call-up was split into three main phases including a gunnery
course at RAF Acklington, well up the Northumberland coast. We flew lots of
sorties, firing at two new and improved targets towed behind Meteors converted as
‘tugs’. The ‘flag’ had replaced the old drogue, consisting of a flat expanse of canvas
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fixed to a metal pole. A glider target, also towed, was tried but rapidly abandoned,
considered too expensive. The original plan was to release and land it back on the
airfield but a badly damaged glider, usually flying one wing low when released,
cart-wheeled to a grisly end. From the pilot’s point of view, attacking it was great
fun, with an added attraction of hearing strikes picked up on a microphone through
our helmet earpieces. Firing at a flag is quite realistic and the high quarter attack
used in combat was the approved technique. Fortunately, it couldn’t shoot back
and, furthermore, it didn’t take avoiding action. Hits were registered as colourtipped cannon shells (four x 20mm in the Meteor nose) ripped into and through the
canvas – later to be counted and recorded.
After a short break back at the base, we then took the entire squadron to Norfolk.
We were based just outside Norwich at Horsham St. Faith. This was intensive and
included a lot of work with other squadrons making up a Wing. Although we flew a
fifty four aircraft formation for photographers, the whole concept of ‘Big Wing’
battles had long gone from normal tactics. The experience was quite something
though, and quite a sight. Forming up in twenty seven pairs, using the first part of
the long west runway, with some stacked back onto peritracks on either side was a
sight in itself and the noise and jet blast as we took off in ten second intervals was
quite awe inspiring. Landing in pairs at ten second intervals was equally daunting
and the joke of the day was to taxi off the end – past the ‘Wing Commander Flying’
bogged down in the overshoot. More amusing was that his number two had
managed to stop and turn off.
We practiced every aspect of fighter training during those three months and by the
end I had clocked up a lot of hours and was, by now, a confident, fully-fledged
fighter pilot. The following early Spring we received our new, improved Mk.8 and
felt a little safer strapped into an ejector seat.
There was one amusing incident during the call-up. Ronnie Powling, our Regular
Adjutant, had to return to Wymeswold on some official duty and I took the
opportunity to accompany him to do some instrument flying under the hood in the
back seat of the Mk.7 trainer version. Another pilot also thought up a reason to
return and we flew in formation. Everything went well until the approach and
landing. It was a wet day and the runway hadn’t been used for some time. Ronnie
landed at about the normal speed of one hundred and sixty knots, lowered the nose
and applied brakes but nothing happened and, although we were not aware at the
time, we were experiencing aquaplaning; sliding as though on ice or a skid pan.
The aircraft continued at around one hundred and sixty knots well down the
runway like a slow-motion film in nightmare mode until we finally left the runway
under heavy left rudder, completing a three hundred and sixty degree pirouette,
narrowly missing a large metal box containing angle of glide indicators. Finally, we
hit the peritrack about two hundred yards yards from the end of the runway which
gripped our sliding undercarriage and carried us back across the end of the runway
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and a long way around the peritrack on the other side! At this precise moment the
radio crackled into life and the pilot flying the other aircraft said ‘May I have the
pleasure of the next waltz?’ When checked later in the hangar there was no
damage! We didn’t even need a tyre change and later on still, we flew back to join
the squadron. All’s well that ends well...
Every jet fighter pilot would be able to recount events; happenings really – not
exactly everyday occurrences but not earth-shattering either. Some of these were
quite unaccountable, some beautiful and others quite scary...
It always seemed strange to me that at the top of a snake climb through layers of
cloud, four pairs of aircraft could come out at the top in a totally different order from
take-off positions. As indicated, a snake climb consisted of four pairs on the runway
leaving at ten second intervals between each pair i.e. just about a runway length.
Somewhere in cloud there must have been some unseen overtaking. It neither
worried or concerned us that this happened. The Snake descent would be similarly
timed but I never remember an occasion when the same overtaking phenomenon
happened.
One of the most beautiful sights occurred when climbing through cloud at dusk;
witnessing a double sunset – the conventional one on the ground – and another a
hundred timed times more sensational and colourful on breaking the cloud top. The
last two or three thousand feet would often be in thick golden soup-like atmosphere,
where the sun was penetrating through the upper levels of cloud. On breaking
through the top, it was gold below to midnight blue above – through every colour
in the spectrum in the early night sky.
Another fascinating experience was flying in a heavy snowfall. One Sunday
morning I found myself the only military aircraft airborne, carrying out an air test on
a Meteor, which had been on second line servicing and major overhaul. I climbed
to thirty six thousand feet, knowing that snow had closed all possible diversions in
the midlands and eastern airfields and thinking that the light covering at
Wymeswold would hopefully not worsen. I was wrong and so was the Met. Man
and, having carried out all the test requirements, headed for home, fully confident
that the CRDF (Cathode Ray Direction Finder) recently installed and very efficient
would get me home. I got the instant recall on the radio during the initial descent.
The technique we usually used was to position over the airfield at twenty thousand
feet, let down on the reciprocal to the runway direction in use, turn at ten thousand
feet and head back, letting down at the same rate throughout the entire descent.
I was in snow, looking sharp white in the dark cloud for the last eight thousand feet
of the approach. It is quite fascinating to watch the flakes part fractions of seconds
before hitting the canopy. By the time I reached the airfield approach lights in order
to look at the state of the runway, the airfield was a solid white, with features only
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RAF Wymeswold Instrument Approach Diagram June 1947. (Via Ken Ellis)
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RAF Wymeswold Instrument Approach Procedure 12 July 1956. (Via Ken Ellis)
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distinguishable from previous knowledge. The rest of the squadron pilots had long
been in the village local by this time and, apparently, idly glanced through the
misted-up windows to see and hear this shadowy silhouette pass overhead –
shrouded in snow. The approach light masts were clearly visible, pointing out
where the runway should be, so I landed off a very low and tight circuit and, for the
first and last time, did not need brakes to stop in the deepening snow. I joined my
colleagues for a well-earned pint.
[See also Keith’s letter No. 3]
An example of the ‘scary’ happened at night when I was returning from a sortie
somewhere north of the airfield and, minding my own business, I was following the
Fosse Way [A46] between Lincoln and Newark at around ten thousand feet.
Another member of the squadron thought he would use the Fosse as a navigational
guide - but he was flying north at ten thousand feet! In the event he must have been
a few feet higher as we met head on with the merest separation, each jostling the
other in our jet blasts. We often flew very close together but only when travelling in
the same direction. Head on……. this was scary!
Take-off is normally considered much safer than landing - and usually is but an
event gave the lie to this theory. This was during a busy session around air display
season and was self-inflicted. As I have said, we normally took-off either singly or,
more usually, as a pair but on this occasion we decided to line up as a three using
all the runway width, with the number four tucked tight behind the leader. Things
appeared fine until we became airborne but the downward draught of our engines
on full power kept pushing the number four, a ‘gung-ho’ Canadian (Dave
Fairbanks), back onto the runway. The downward force combined with the unstable
hot air continued to make life uncomfortable until the three of us ahead were
sufficiently airborne over the end of the runway. He just made it. ‘Never again’, was
his quiet drawl.
[See also Eddy Bell’s memories.]
Dave wired a G-force meter onto my gun sight to see how much G force I could
pull during aerobatics; quite important to know when performing at low level. It
turned out to be seven, registered on the kick needle indicator.
At one stage, quite late on, we had another very keen training officer, who thought
we should try formation aerobatics. The Meteor was not designed for this and had
no power controls, relying entirely on sheer brute force – unlike the new generation
aircraft (used to form the display teams) coming on stream. The results were far from
good, nearly ending in disaster. Having tried a few wingovers and more or less
maintaining position, he led the two of us (making up a standard Vic formation) into
a loop and, trying to make it easier, managed to do the opposite. The speed in the
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loop was too slow and all three of us stalled out just before the top – in the inverted
position. Fortunately we had just enough control to flop away to each side, leaving
all three enough air space to recover... and that was an end to an experiment never
tried again...
Six years on one basic type, the Meteor, with a scattering of other aircraft thrown in
is a long time and much of it spent in routine activities... none of it boring but not
exciting enough to recount here. I will try to stick to highlights and anecdotes.
All Auxiliary squadrons were, in the majority, made up of highly experienced pilots,
many with service backgrounds going back to the war years. This was unlike the
regular squadrons which were made up of pilots doing a two-year tour and moving
on, either to a ground job or posted to a different kind of flying before returning to
another fighter squadron to take up a flight commander’s post and so on up the
rungs of command. We stayed together, losing the odd one occasionally either to
accident or retirement, and replaced, as in my case, with someone considered both
suitable and sufficiently trained to fit in. In the main not much disturbed the hard
core and we were all living in the vicinity, using the mess over the weekends and
all flying away to summer camps as a unit – taking our ground crew in Transport
Command Hastings. Most of these camps were in post war Germany and the middle
weekend was invariably at some Officers’ Club in exotic places like the Hartz
Mountains.
It was one such camp that took us to Celle, quite close to the Russian Sector. The
flight there was quite adventurous. We had been warned but never really absorbed
it, that the weather was poor over Celle, that we would be right at the end of our
fuel reserves and that the quality of local air traffic controllers was abysmal, a
combination that did not sound very encouraging but, hey, press on... !
Two sections of four, at about a minute interval, set off and headed east. I was in the
first four, leading the second section. We flew over the top of Celle in timeaccustomed manner at about twenty thousand feet to start a conventional let-down
in heavy cloud and rain. At ten thousand feet we turned back on a reciprocal
heading for approach to the airfield. The only problem was that at this precise
moment we were warned that we had just crossed over the Russian Sector and that
they were a bit trigger-happy.
The leader turned steeply in cloud and his number two lost him in the turn. I was
ten seconds behind and also turned but now we had a loose cannon somewhere
ahead of us completely hidden in what was becoming very dark cloud indeed.
However, we pressed on, using the leader’s calls and eventually broke cloud in
pouring rain over rolling countryside with no airfield in sight. Fuel was low, as
predicted and, to make matters worse, the second four were also in the area, having
done a long descent under advice from the control tower. We all made it, but only
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504 Sqn Meteor Celle. (Norman Bate)
just …. and lessons were learnt.
Future long trips to foreign airfields grabbed our attention a bit more and we
discovered another old saying ‘time spent planning is well worth it’. The flight time
was logged at one hour five minutes ……. It seemed longer!
As if that wasn’t enough, we were all sent to sick quarters for a typhoid jab, as a case
had been diagnosed at the base. We discovered that the jab and gin didn’t go down
very well but who could refuse at 2 pence (old money) a tot!
Celle was next door to the Belsen concentration camp. That was a sobering thought
and although I never visited it, all was there to see from the air.
By the Autumn of 1952 I was already doing low level aerobatic displays and
particularly at Battle of Britain events. One I recall was over West Bromwich
airfield, where ten years earlier I’d been fascinated by Alex Henshaw [Test Pilot
with Vickers Armstrong in WW2] testing the Spitfires. It was a day of bad weather
and low cloud and when I was called in to do my bit all that was possible were
inverted runs, rolls of various sorts and finally, in frustration, an attempted loop.
Good sense and thoughts of the family at home got the better of me and I rolled out
at the top - still in cloud – and went scuttling back to Wymeswold. They’re still
probably wondering what became of me. I’m sure Alex Henshaw would have
completed the loop, roared out of the cloud base, wheels and flaps down and
landed to the applause of the crowd.
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A little later that year in the middle of autumn exercises we teamed up with a sister
squadron at Hooton Park, near Liverpool. We were parked out at one of their
dispersals, sitting around in wicker chairs a la Battle of Britain mode, waiting for a
scramble (very 1940s). A couple of red Verey lights rocketed into the sky from the
control tower ……. our signal and, unknown to us, a signal for our sister squadron
to get airborne for practice interceptions. Hooton Park, rather like Wymeswold, has
a slight but positive rise from one end of the runway, making it impossible to see the
other end and also causing radio contact problems. We quickly clambered aboard,
started engines and taxied out to the end of the runway in use for the day. What we
didn’t know was a wind change had altered all this and, surprise! surprise! as the
first pair breasted the rise in the runway, they were faced by two pairs lined up at
the opposite end. It was too late to abandon take-off safely and they pressed on over
the top of the standing aircraft, with my section warned in time to brake and stop
before reaching the other end. Many red faces …… and, to make matters worse, the
whole episode was witnessed by visiting dignitaries ….. including the Air Officer
Commanding the Group and Honorary Air Commodore of the Auxiliary Air Force
(who during the late 1940s had been our squadron CO). Nobody was hurt in the
event and they believed our story so, yet again, all’s well that end’s well.
[See also Eddy Bell’s memories.]
In September 1953 I had been briefed to climb to forty thousand feet and carry out
a controlled Mach run to the limit. It happened to be an absolutely beautiful clear
day and, at forty thousand feet over Nottingham, I could see the whole of the British
Isles and a considerable part of Northern Europe. It is a lifetime experience and at
that height the engines are almost soundless and the sky above is a very dark
Prussian blue. To say it is eerie is an understatement and later I was to understand
partly the sensation experienced by astronauts much higher in outer space.
Suddenly I was shocked out of my reverie by a voice on the radio breaking through
the utter silence. I completed the exercise, including the high-speed run and
returned to base. Years later, a fellow pilot was carrying out a similar exercise and
nearly came to grief. He exceeded the limiting Mach number, lost an aileron,
eventually recovering around ten thousand feet to find he could only control the
aircraft by pushing the stick into the far-left corner of the cockpit and by using
rudder and throttles, gently let down towards the airfield. He was fortunate in being
due east of the airfield and managed to manoeuvre himself down onto the runway.
Needless to say, he was highly-commended and received a green endorsement,
second only to an Air Force Cross.
Another of our pilots had a similar misfortune and ejected quite close to the ground
landing near the large hole made by the impact of the crashing Meteor.
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Impact crater from Meteor crash near Ely. (Via Pat Hubbard)
He had lost thirty seven thousand feet in about thirty-seven seconds and lay in a
winter landscape in the fens until a nearby USAF base saw his signal flare and
rescued him. He lived to fight another day.
Even in those early days of jet flying, with military aircraft pioneering what was to
follow in civil aviation, speeds achieved were quite high and the Meteor held the
record for many years at six hundred and eleven mph [subsequently six hundred
and sixteen mph.], recorded over a measured mile just off the south coast. The
average run of the military aircraft operating around the squadrons would not
achieve those speeds but was not far short and to be anywhere near that at low level
was quite a blur and accompanied by buffeting. The power zoom from that sort of
speed would top out at around twenty thousand feet and made a full power loop an
interesting manoeuvre for the pilot but a non-event for the spectators who wanted
everything tight to the airfield and runway.
One of our most interesting exercises was called ‘Rat and Terrier’ and, as the name
implies, consisted of flying in from the sea at very low level and trying to get under
radar defences. The terriers attempted to defend this attack, resulting in all-round
fun. Something akin occurred one Whit Sunday shortly after large squadron
markings had been painted on all our aircraft. In red and green they were very
noticeable. Four of us came in from the sea off Skegness, flat out across the beach
and lifting up over the promenade and pier in loose battle formation. One holidaymaking RAF officer said in his report ‘if one of the four Meteors beating up the
beach had suddenly stopped, I could have shaken hands with the pilot without
getting up from my deckchair’. I suppose that more or less summed it up and about
fifteen minutes later we were met at Wymeswold by the local police and the Air
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Ministry were on the phone. We were able to claim that it was misty out at sea and
that we were over the coast before we realised that the town was ahead of us!
Apparently the ice cream being sold on the beach had a distinct flavour of kerosene.
Our air to ground gunnery range was on the mud flats near Holbeach, bordering
The Wash. The locals were comparatively safe as any overshoot of the target area
was out to sea but this did not apply to an inland range we used while at Summer
Camp in Germany. I had a runaway cannon on one occasion and pulled away from
the target spraying twenty millimetre shells across the German countryside. I
wonder how many ‘brownie points’ I got for that?
In all the many years I was involved in both military and private flying I only had
two accidents ………. both on landing and resulting in comparatively minor
damage. In both cases it could have been far worse and each was during two
different Summer Camps. The first was at Sylt, a small island off the North German
coast quite close to the Danish border. We had, as usual, flown our own aircraft
over there and the Ground crew came over in a Hastings, carrying all their
equipment. Basically, it was a practice camp for air to air gunnery and each day we
would fly out to the ranges off the island, hoping to pepper the ‘flag’ targets and
return to base - quite routine and nothing very different from our ranges off Grimsby.
The island, however, was different and much time was spent on the beach, part of
which was strictly nudist and it was amusing to see very fat Germans, both male and
female, solemnly take off their clothes and shoes when they came to the part of the
beach designated ‘NUDE ONLY’. We normally had plenty of spare time and the
beach was the place to go. One of our number had a cine camera which went to all
our camps but instead of the usual resulting film of armourers arming up the aircraft
and shots of fancy formations and other routine operations, this time, as you can
imagine, there were the results taken on the beach. The wives and girlfriends who
traditionally were given a film show back in Nottingham town Mess found it quite
interesting and informative... !
It was one afternoon when I thought I’d finished flying for the day when the CO
asked me to give one of our younger and recently recruited pilots some practice,
including instrument flying in our Mk.7 trainer. A swim off the beach with the rest
of the lads seemed more appealing but, as dutifully as ever, I agreed, strapped in
and roared off into quite a cloudy sky. We climbed on to the white tops, breaking
into bright sunshine, me doing very little while ‘Bud’ Abbott was busy doing his
thing under the hood in the back. After about forty minutes I released him from the
hood, did some aerobatics to let off steam and let down through the cloud cover
knowing we were out to sea, picked up the coast and headed for it, not relying on
the tower for a steer... unforgiveable really but we had been warned that both
operators and equipment were not up to it. The Germans had neglected radar since
the war and were not very good at it (even during the war) – relying on the radio
beam technique. I was soon at the coast and it was quite hazy under the cloud
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cover but, feeling sure I was south of Sylt, headed north and, to my horror,
recognised a coastal Danish town well north. Shades of the day of my first Meteor
solo swept over me and I immediately turned and headed south, closed an engine
to conserve fuel and adjusted everything for maximum range. At that precise
moment, when about to make a ‘MAYDAY’ distress call, I discovered that the wiring
in the face microphone had broken, leaving me unable to communicate with ‘Bud’
in the back seat or with the tower.
Although we carried six hundred and sixty gallons of kerosene this only gave about
an hour’s flying at medium heights and the needles were visibly moving towards the
zero point. The Mk.7 is not fitted with ejector seats, so I crossed my fingers and
pressed on, possibly with a back seat passenger oblivious to the situation but
perfectly able to read his own fuel gauges. Knowing only too well the perils of single
engine flying, I had to get it right before allowing the speed to fall below one
hundred and sixty knots and was settled on the approach, knowing there was no
possibility of going around again, when a colleague and probably my best squadron
friend taxied out from our hard standing and lined up for take-off on the runway
centre line. Although I could be seen from the control tower no one knew of my
predicament and I prayed that Ken would take off ahead of me. He did not. I was
left with no alternative but to land over and to one side of him; I burst a tyre on the
edge of the runway, swept through a deep ditch being prepared for new runway
lighting and finished in a cloud of dust... minus undercarriage…. in the centre of the
airfield... surrounded by fire trucks and ambulances... There was no fuel to catch
fire and after closing down the engines and going through switching off procedures,
we opened the long hood and climbed out… not difficult without an undercarriage!
We hitched a lift back to our flight hut but by morning I was strapped into a single
seat Mk.8 and heading for the ranges. The electrician had discovered and fixed the
loose wire in the microphone.
[See also Eddy Bell’s memories of this.]
I flew my own Mk.8 back to England at the end of the camp and understand from
our archives that the Mk.7 was repaired and later became part of another squadron
strength. We got a brand new one, so some good came of it.
I mentioned that there was a second landing accident which had a serious side but
without real mishap. This was at Takali on Malta on a blisteringly hot day. We were
part of the Mediterranean exercises combining both air and sea defences and, as
such, kept waiting at dispersal, strapped in and ready to go – sometimes for an hour
or more. It was so hot around midday that we could imagine the ejector seat
cartridge might fire off – not a pleasant thought. The long-awaited scramble came
and we fired up the jets, turned onto the runway and roared off under the
controller’s orders, only to be recalled after around fifteen minutes. To make matters
worse, we were fully armed and very heavy.
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The combination of thin air in the heat, the fuel load and the weight of the
ammunition were bad enough but what I did not know was the state of the brakes.
In a configuration of main wheel and nose wheel the only way to stop was by
braking and, rather like the previous experience of aquaplaning, this time nothing
happened when I applied the brakes after a faster than usual landing necessitated by
heat and weight. The previous day a Vampire had gone off the end of the runway
into a quarry, with dire results and the thought of that fate but worse, with almost a
full fuel load panicked me into two decisions: first to apply full left rudder, taking
the aircraft off the runway - still doing about one hundred and seventy five knots –
and second to try and raise the undercarriage on the arid brown surface of the
airfield.
I suppose, as things turned out, the ground locks in place to prevent that held firm.
As a result, I went around in a huge circle, missing everything until finally coming
to rest on the edge of the quarry, with a wing tip resting on a rusty, disused wartime
caravan. I hopped out and the crash crew towed it to the hangar, changed the
brakes, put on a new wing tip, gave it a wash and brush up and by morning it was
back on the line. When I got back to dispersal another pilot said rather foolishly,
‘Oh yes, I flew that aircraft this morning and I thought the brakes were a bit spongy’.
He’d flown it in the cool, with a conventional fuel state for landing and no
ammunition... big deal!
As I’ve said previously, most of our skills went entirely unnoticed high in the east
and northern skies, with only contrails to track our exploits but each year we had a
chance to ‘strut our stuff’ at Battle of Britain commemoration displays. There were
other occasions as well, after the Sunday afternoon final sortie, when the local
people from Loughborough and the surrounding villages would line the Hoton to
Wymeswold road running parallel with our main east-west runway. Sometimes
thousands would appear and four of us, usually the same pilots each time, would
put on an impromptu tail chase. This consisted of four aircraft in line astern with
about fifty yards separation, carrying out a series of loops, rolls and stall turns from
the runway level. Indeed, anything went and the only rule was to follow the leader
without losing place. We loved it and they loved it and our local controller in the
tower tolerated it, despite it being strictly a question of closed eyes by higher
authorities. We would normally finish off by forming into tight echelon formation
and peeling off from a low run into the runway at one-second intervals into
downwind and landing with all four on the runway at the same time safely spaced.
The formal displays and my own low-level solo aerobatics were well
choreographed and practiced before the event and would take place at base or any
of the local RAF stations, including the old base at Hucknall. The squadron display
invariably consisted of tight formation involving eight aircraft with constant changes
of formation each run by the spectators. However, we had one training officer who
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thought this was a bit boring and suggested that we try something different that had
never been attempted before. We were game and the ‘thread the needle’
manoeuvre was born.
This consisted of two formations of four aircraft, one in tight vic box formation flying
down the centre line through an open box flying in the opposite direction down the
edges of the runway. We would execute a big figure of eight to position ourselves
for another interpass over the centre of the runway ……. and so on. I never
witnessed it from the ground but those who did said it was very scary and it was
banned after the first official showing. We had practiced it for weeks before the
event and considered it quite safe. At least it was different and, as it turned out,
unique. This was to be our last official display, during the September of 1956
[appropriately at home base for the RAF Wymeswold Battle of Britain
commemoration, equally appropriately on September 15th.]
During the early part of the following year the Defence Minister, Duncan Sandys,
made massive cuts to Fighter Command in the mistaken notion that missiles would
be used in any future conflict. Bomber Command came back into its own with the
‘V’ fleet carrying our nuclear deterrent and the Navy, who were equipped with the
first generation missiles and warheads.
The Auxiliaries were the first to suffer the cuts and in one blow all squadrons were
disbanded - a real end to an era dating back in thirty years of priceless service at the
front line. I thought this was the end of my RAF flying career but it turned out rather
differently.
[Keith continued his RAF connections flying air experience flights for ATC and CCF
cadets in Chipmunks at RAF Newton until the early 1960s. The editor of these
memories had his first and several subsequent flights there, ironically the year after
Keith finally ‘retired’.]

Letters from Keith Hislop to Richard Knight
Letter No 1
It is not possible to fly in close formation or battle tactical formation without
absolute trust in colleagues. We were all volunteers, who had thought that our
service days were over and, in my case, I would be just another name on the
Reserve of Officers list. Many of the others had wartime experience and wanted to
continue a way of life they enjoyed and realised in this uncertain world that the day
may dawn when their skills and experience would be needed. Many of the Battle of
Britain pilots and indeed squadrons were directly from prewar Auxiliaries and if
things had become ‘hot’ in the mid-fifties very much the same pattern would have
emerged.
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I feel quite sure that to some living in the Wymeswold area we were a noisy
intrusion on their daily lives. I had a conscientious objector neighbour in
Nottingham who couldn’t see the point of a peacetime air force, particularly if they
flew dangerously close to civilians or disturbed them at night. I think most people
took the opposite view and saw the point of supplementing our regular squadrons
with an equal number of part-timers. Wymeswold was perfectly sited as I may have
mentioned before and the Meteor was the fastest (616.81 mph) defensive fighter in
existence in the early fifties and certainly capable of catching the Russian Bear
bombers who would have had no fighter cover on our Eastern approaches. As the
fifties progressed, fighter development programmes produced several replacements,
the Hunter being one and by 1956/7 our race was run and Wymeswold would
return to the peace and tranquility it had enjoyed eight years earlier.
I think I speak for all the Auxiliaries at the airfield that we enjoyed our time there.
As time progressed from the end of the War until 1957 the source and recruitment
of Auxiliaries came from several backgrounds. When I joined in 1951, most of the
existing pilots had wartime experience from all different commands and aircraft
types. I had volunteered around my 17th birthday as a sergeant in the Grammar
School ATC and after various selection boards, aptitude and IQ tests, gained an RAF
University place based on academic results. This led me to Cambridge; while battles
still raged across Europe and the Far East I lived the idyllic life of an undergraduate
with the Air Squadron as an added bonus. As a result I didn’t get my wings and
commission until August 1947. The understanding was to serve a Short Service
commission but be free to either:
1. Convert it into a long-term permanent career
2. Return to further education.
After several interesting but mundane assignments (Anti-gas Officer, Fire Officer,
Waste Disposal etc.) other courses followed including advanced flying in Harvards
in fighter concepts, gunnery etc. and then on to a Spitfire AFS. Every boy’s dream
and certainly mine since I was thirteen.
I had married straight after wings and when a notice was posted offering the deal
described above, my wife, Kay, was pregnant and it seemed right to accept the
college route. As things turned out I was able to do more flying than those who
stayed in.
I used to enjoy air displays and the build up to them and I did quite a lot of display
solo aerobatics, which were fun but quite heart stopping. Absolute choreography
was essential to be successful. In the days before power assisted aileron control,
formation aerobatics were officially a no-no but that didn’t prevent us from trying.
Sliding from one formation to another and doing low runs across sundry airfields
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had to be our official drills. The pinnacle of these efforts had to be the famous
‘Interpass’.
Our really big Wing flying took place in the 1951 call-up for three months, finishing
up at Horsham St Faith, Norwich. On one occasion we had a full wing of 54
Meteors (52 + 2 reserve) for a photo shoot. Quite a sight!
Frank Jensen [Wg Cdr F W M Jensen DFC* AFC CBE AE, then the Station
Commander at Wymeswold with ‘his’ Meteor marked up ‘FJ’.] did occasionally fly
with us. I’ve discovered recently that he was quite an Ace during 39-45.
My only memories of disbandment were at our town headquarters at Upnah House
in Nottingham. We turned down a 4-aircraft fly-past on fairness of selection
grounds.
I flew over 2000 cadets with the AEF (Air Experience Flight) at Newton … I was
there on 7th June ‘64, just missed your final swansong!

Letter No 2
25/03/2015
I was part of the squadron (504) from Jan 1951 and remained until we were
disbanded in 1957. It proved to be a very happy, if dangerous time, as the meteor
claimed 395 lives in its period of service and we suffered our share of casualties.
The fighter phase of the cold war lasted from 1951 to 1957 and we were ideally
placed at Wymeswold to do our share of interceptions over The Wash and Eastern
approaches, on an almost daily basis. The Auxiliaries filled the role every weekend
throughout the period, almost entirely practicing the real thing in co-operation with
East Coast Radar.
Although we had changes to the squadron over the period, unlike regular squadrons
we mainly served as a closely-knit bunch with diverse backgrounds and equally
diverse peacetime occupations. I was by then a young designer working in a leading
furniture company, having originally read maths at Cambridge before training and
flying Spitfires. Most were wartime pilots; ex-bomber, some fighter and most had the
medal ribbons to prove it. By 1952/3 things were changing and a new breed of
National Service pilots having just completed conversion courses at Driffield and
now at university were looking to extend their flying experience.
We all enjoyed it and our friendships and social life were something special. The
‘Dog’ (The Greyhound at Burton on the Wolds) was our ‘base’ with the mess and
campsite up the lane behind the pub. In 1997 we commemorated 40 years of laying
down our colours and now, of course, 504 is a regiment-based squadron and very
different!
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Letter No. 3
24/04/2015
Your letter reminds me that what went on ‘over the fence’ must have seemed a
different and exciting world to a young boy. I suppose it was but most of the time it
was routine and putting into effect several years of training. To have been strapped
into the seat of a Mark 7 would have terrified most civilians and excited a few. I
guess you would have been in the latter category. Although never boring it became
commonplace but with many high spots, some of which were uplifting and others,
to say the least, concerning and fraught with danger.
Flying the Meteor was comparatively easy, thanks to its configuration with the
cockpit perched high and clear at the front of the fuselage. Compared with the
piston engine powered fighters of the forties, many of the difficulties created by
vision and engine torque had been eliminated but replaced by the greater menace
of asymmetric power and no safe method of escape if things went wrong. The
ejector seat, introduced in 1952 when we re-equipped with the Mark 8, went some
way to address this problem but did nothing to cure the effects of an engine failure.
In those days, before jet-powered air travel, engine failures were not uncommon
and stretching the flying time and range beyond fuel availability had become a
constant threat. We didn’t have enough rudder control to counteract the power
from one engine at low speeds (170 knots) approaching the airfield and this
accounted for massive and unreasonable losses.
I mentioned the more memorable days and like all pilots of that age and particularly
those engaged in the fighter phase the cold war, six years was a long time to collect
memories. Days would start off normally enough. Breakfast in the mess, drive up to
the airfield and change into our pale blue cotton flying suits, look at Met. Reports
and charts and then sit around waiting for action. One day during one of the official
‘Exercise Something-or-Other’ days, I found myself down in the book to lead a four
plane section at standby to be scrambled if Radar picked up the ‘enemy’
approaching the coast. As you may imagine, our sector was mainly centred on The
Wash area and we would be at operating height within twelve minutes of sitting on
the readiness platform at the end of the runway. The weather was atrocious and the
starter crews with trollyaccs were sheltering under the wings as we waited for the
red Verey pistol to fire the signal, which duly happened after what seemed an age.
The rain-soaked runway put up massive plumes of spray as each pair roared down
the runway with a ten-second interval. Soon after takeoff the radar controllers took
over and we climbed in cloud and rain through layer after layer, being vectored this
way and that, with the number twos clinging to the leaders. At the top of the climb
we were still in cloud but by now it was the cirrus formation of ice crystals and I
could just make out a pair of Meteors ahead of me and climbing in my direction. It
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turned out that they were my 3 and 4 having overtaken us in the climb! Needless to
say, we never saw ‘the enemy’ and after pointlessly heading this way and that, fuel
usage meant returning to Wymeswold.
We had a routine, over the top of the airfield at 20,000, head east with a high rate
of descent, turn at 10,000 onto a 260-degree heading, all in cloud and taking
instruction from our control tower. The final hazard was cockpit icing, blanking
forward vision on the long approach over the Wolds. The two pairs carried out a
straight approach, using hand signals for wheels and flaps, still in pouring rain and
a soaked runway, and all this while you were having Horlicks and a biscuit at the
farm, blissfully unaware and thankfully oblivious! What a waste of time that was!!
What it did show was that we were a serious part of the country’s defence
programme and not the pre-war image of the Auxiliaries, who had built up the
squadron as an up market flying club! It also showed our all-weather capability.
Looking back, weather played an important role, giving just as many good and
memorable moments as dodgy ones and without trying to diarize six years of these
events, I’ll try to capture the spirit of my point but using just two examples. Oddly
enough they were both triggered by being asked by our technical supremo to carry
out tests on aircraft that had just received major overhauls.
The first was carried out on a simply glorious day with wall-to-wall sunshine and a
bright blue sky. I was to find out just how beautiful it was on the climb northeast out
over the Wolds towards the coast and then back over Sherwood Forest. It got better
and better and I reached 35,000 feet, the height I was briefed to carry out tests,
including a high Mach run, being very careful not to exceed the limiting number. By
now I was in a different world and could clearly see the entire British Isles, looking
like a page in the atlas. It also included quite a chunk of Northern Europe and
spread from the Scillies to the Orkneys. I don’t know why but there had been no
radio chat and, after a quick look at the fuel state, I decided to climb even higher,
eventually getting nowhere at just over 41,000ft. The sky above me out into the
stratosphere was inky blue-black and I was in a completely silent world, engine
noise well behind me, when suddenly the radio came into life bringing me back to
reality and ready to return to Wymeswold totally invigorated but humbled by the
experience. This was in the mid-fifties remember, and well before astronauts and
high-level civilian airliners: once in a lifetime conditions.
The second anecdote was the exact opposite experience but also weather-related.
Another air test, another day, this time on a winter morning with snow showers in
isolated areas over the North of England causing airfield closures but thankfully
leaving Wymeswold clear, or so I hoped, as again I climbed North East. I could, of
course, see the heavy showers but basically ignored them while carrying out the
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504 Sqn social. Eddy Bell
foreground, Keith Hislop on
the right. (Keith Hislop)

brief and it was only on the descent, at 8,000ft that I ran into the top of the snow
cloud. Diversion was out of the question and in any case there was not enough fuel
to mess about and things got worse and worse as the tower, using our very efficient
homing device, positioned me over the airfield at low level. Forward vision was nil
as the heavy snow tantalizingly split over the cockpit but by now there was a
complete whiteout and no visible runway. Otherwise (only) runway and lead in
lights were visible proof of the airfield and after a very low and tight circuit,
touchdown at 160 knots was achieved and to my delight and relief the accumulated
snow on the runway stopped the aircraft without resorting to brakes. That was a first
and last.
All pilots flying at the time in jet aircraft could, I am sure, recount similar incidents
and the anecdotes I have written about indicate the sort of flying we had chosen and
volunteered for.
Yours Aye
Keith.

Some 504 Squadron personalities
William Ian Hart
Eddy Bell remembered Ian Hart well and recalled his tragic loss on Aug 13 1951
with some emotion: ‘Just six weeks after giving me my first check flight in Meteor
T.7 ‘M Mike’, Ian Hart was killed when the hood of the other Meteor T.7 ‘N
November’ detached itself when Ian was flying an Air Ministry Official back from
Horsham St Faith on Nov 11th. They crashed near Little Bytham. Many of the
squadron’s pilots travelled down to Cornwall for Ian’s funeral.’
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Pat Briggs
When Pat Briggs joined the squadron, he was studying at Nottingham University to
become an Industrial chemist, resulting in his sometime nickname of ‘the professor’.
He wore the ribbon of the DFC awarded to him whilst flying the often dangerously
slow Stirling bomber with Bomber Command’s Main Force; this experience was
probably one cause of his being known as ‘a character’. Doug Seiffert described him
as ‘a brilliant pilot’ and he rose through the ranks to become first a Flight
Commander and finally to command the squadron as Sqn Ldr. In the early days at
Wymeswold, the accommodation at the Officers Mess was known as the ‘Snake Pit’
[see Doug Siefert’s memories below}; when the evening finally came to a
conclusion and they were ready to call ‘lights out’ Pat’s party-piece was to put out
the solitary 100-watt bulb by throwing his shoe at it. The damage was of course
added to the monthly mess bill.
A strong social life alongside busy squadron activities helped to develop
interdependence and comradeship and as always, if a group of healthy young men
are put together, they will make the most of their opportunities. In the late 1940s
and early 1950s less concern was expressed about the influence of downing the
occasional pint the evening before flying next day. A regular catch phrase in the bar
on those evenings when a pilot was being encouraged to have another drink was
‘go on, you’ll be able to fly in the morning’!
One night in the middle of 1949, when returning at about 2am from Upnah House
(504 Sqn’s Nottingham HQ) in Pat Briggs’ old Austin 12 saloon Doug, having been
dozing in the back seat, was rudely awakened when Pat failed to negotiate a Tjunction and the car ended up at an angle of forty five degrees in a ditch. Unhurt,
they managed to flag down the regular Adjutant, Johnny Beckett who was not far
behind in the staff car. Sizing up the situation Beckett drove to the transport Section
and returned with a 5-ton truck and towing chain. The car came out reasonable
undamaged and they arrived back at the Snake Pit at 3am, ribbing Pat that he must

Sqn Ldr Pat Briggs on return
from a sortie T’qali Malta
1956. (Norman Bate)
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have fallen asleep and to watch it when the Meteors came to replace the Spitfires
they were then flying.
On another occasion, in his later Wymeswold days, Pat, as befitted a then Squadron
Leader, drove a Lagonda and one evening was driving back to the Mess from Upnah
House with Eddy Bell in front while Dave Fairbanks and Maurice Hibbert were in
the back, perhaps a little the worse for wear and quietly dozing off for the journey.
Somewhere north of Hoton they were abruptly woken by ‘an enormous bang’ as the
car hit a tree, the noise bringing out several people from nearby houses. One,
wearing a dressing gown, pointed at Pat and said ‘that man’s drunk’ to which
Maurice Hibbert replied ‘he’s as sober as a judge’. The man in the dressing gown
calmly told Maurice ‘you’ve chosen the wrong person to argue with, I’m the Chief
Constable for Nottinghamshire!’
Despite the obvious effects of alcohol on the driver, nothing further was ever heard
about the accident, reflecting the more relaxed approach to drinking and driving in
the 1950s and the high esteem in which the armed services were held at the time.
The fact that the car occupants were volunteer pilots serving at the weekends in the
defence of their country was recognised and letting off steam gave them some
respite from the risks they faced on a regular basis.
Pat was one of the few wartime bomber pilots to transfer to fighters after the war and
his move to Spitfires and Meteors was very successful. He had a facial twitch which
some suggested was the result of many strenuous wartime missions over Germany.
He once noted that Eddy Bell had landed his Meteor at the ‘crash strip’ at Carnaby
when running short of fuel at the end of a sortie from Driffield during his training.
Pat recalled putting a Stirling down at the same spot on a shaky return from a
wartime sortie, noting that the strip was welcomingly ‘very long and very wide’.
Every year or two the CO would invite the pilots’ civilian bosses to a formal dinner,
thanking them for their support in letting their staff spend time with the squadron and butter them up a bit. After graduating, Pat Briggs worked for Erikson
Telecommunications in Nottingham but lived in the Mess at Wymeswold at
weekends. His work was praised by his General Manager at one of the Guest
Dinners, who hinted at their Company’s involvement in communications relating to
exploding the first UK atom Bomb in Australia, saying that it couldn’t have been
done without Pat’s work at the company.
Pat had strong family ties and frequently brought his parents and brother to
squadron events and parties. He married a German girl (a nurse) around late 1954
and took over ‘A’ Flight after the move back to Wymeswold from Hooton Park
when his predecessor Jimmy James moved over to air traffic control. Pat became the
squadron C/O when Jimmy Beardsall left, commanding 504 to the end of its flying
in 1957. Perhaps partly as a result of the Auxiliaries’ abrupt disbandment, he
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became disenchanted with UK policies and politics and emigrated to South Africa.
Pat’s long-term commitment to 504 Sqn was legendary.

Doug Seiffert
I have taken this from text that Doug Seiffert had written in the 1970s. It is
essentially verbatim but changed to ‘third person’ for clarity. At the time,
Doug, Syd Ellis and Norman Bate were in the early stages of planning to
write a 504 Sqn history. Richard Knight
Doug Seiffert was a non-flying Officer, born in London of Swiss parents. He became
a Chartered Engineer after serving an apprenticeship on aero engines at the Bristol
Aeroplane Company. Doug served in the RAF from 1943 to 1946 ending up as the
Technical Adjutant to No. 390 Maintenance Unit in Singapore. On being
demobbed he joined Rolls Royce as a Design Draughtsman and in 1949 was keen
to join the Auxiliary Air Force so applied to the nearest squadron, 504 at
Wymeswold.
His first attempt left him disappointed, being informed that the Squadron’s Engineer
Officer post was currently filled and the only Officer vacancies available were for
the Equipment and Intelligence posts – neither of which, he was informed, would
appear suitable for him. Undismayed, he rang the Squadron and suggested that
because he was fairly fluent in German, having been in Germany in 1933 to learn
the language, perhaps he could be considered for the Intelligence post. His
persistence was rewarded with an invitation to Wymeswold for an interview with
Sqn Ldr Birkin and Flt Lt Ruck whom he duly impressed and was immediately
appointed as Fg Off Seiffert, Intelligence Branch, RAuxAF. He signed on for an
initial five-year stint to 1954.
His first problem was transport, being the only member of the squadron travelling
from Derby and unable to afford a motorbike or car. He needed to attend the
Thursday evening lectures at Upnah House, Nottingham but this was
straightforward by train and bus often with a lift back to the railway station from one
of his fellow officers. Getting to Wymeswold at weekends was more difficult but he
solved this by taking his bike on the train from Derby to Loughborough and cycling
the final three miles to the aerodrome. The bicycle also gave him good mobility
around the airfield when there, not least because it was a good mile and a half from
the flight sheds to the Officers Mess. The bike also became a source of good-natured
leg-pulling. Having explained his simple mode of transport one day to Flt Lt Freddie
Little, the latter replied disparagingly ….. ‘but I thought you were our Intelligence
Officer’! On another occasion he had left the bicycle outside the Officers Mess and
accepted a lift to and from the aerodrome. On returning he found that his bike had
been stripped into pieces down to the chain link; he just managed to get it back
together (to the accompaniment of hoots of laughter from his colleagues) in time to
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cycle back to catch the last train to Derby. Doubtless the practical joke was well
repaid at some time! [See the 1949 Summer Camp story below].
Travel for Doug Seiffert to and from Derby was occasionally made easier by hitchhiking to Derby Airport at Burnaston and persuading someone to fly him to
Wymeswold. On one occasion a young Anson pilot ferried him over and on a
couple of occasions he persuaded the CO to allow one of the pilots to ferry him
back in the Harvard Trainer on the Sunday. Doug describes this as a privilege and
‘rather fun’ as the bar was usually open at the Derby Aero Club and he could round
off the weekend in comfort and organise a lift back to Derby at his leisure.
Doug’s working weekends for the squadron were full, arriving after work on a
Friday evening, starting work at 9 am on Saturday morning and finishing on Sunday
evening, with Friday and Saturday spent in the somewhat basic sleeping
accommodation at the Officers Mess where the dormitory was a large room with six
beds in it - although it was unusual for more than two or three officers to live-in at
the Mess. The room was christened ‘The Snake Pit’ (possibly after a similarly-named
bar in a Lincoln pub frequented by RAF bomber crews in WW2). At the time he and
Pat Briggs were both unmarried and were regular weekend residents. Naturally, the
evenings were often spent socializing in the local pubs and high jinks were
common.

Johnny Beckett
Johnny Beckett was credited with two reflective catch phrases; the first, one that
always injected a thoughtful note in proceedings, was at the time the squadron was
starting to convert to Meteors being: ‘ Don’t forget that you can kill yourself just as
easily in a Meteor as in a Spit.’ The second was a little more positive: when briefing
a pilot for a sortie he would suggest: ‘Go on, you fly, I’ll take the risk’!

Howard Stirling
Another ‘personality’ who became part of the set up a few months after Doug
Seiffert joined was Howard Stirling: gently described by the former as ‘eccentric’.
The first ‘appointed’ Air Traffic Controller and an RAF Regular, he kept pilots and
ground staff amused by imitating speech then considered appropriate for North
American native Indians portrayed in popular Western movies but now doubtless
not ‘PC’. His talk-downs went something like:
ATC (Howard): Me Wymeswold Tower, who that up there in big iron bird?
Spitfire pilot, joining in the fun: ‘Me Jupiter one Nine. Who that down there in
Perspex wigwam? Permission to join wagon train requested’.
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Howard Stirling was a pilot at heart and he managed to acquire a simple lowwinged monoplane (a Burgoyne-Spicer Dicer) which he kept in one of the hangars
and flew it very low around the airfield, much to the consternation of his colleagues
but consternation that was broken, on occasion, when he cut the engine and a
voice floated down ‘Who that down dere?’
Perhaps not surprisingly, with one accord the squadron christened him ‘Bleriot’ and
when he acquired an old glider that could be towed aloft with the jeep, all the pilots
joined ‘Bleriot’s circus’. Bleriot unfortunately appeared one day in the Mess with
both legs in plaster and many immediately assumed he had ‘pranged’ his
monoplane but they had forgotten that Howard had ‘done the splits’ under the
weight of the squadron’s heaviest pilot during a ‘high-cock-alorum’ between
Regulars and Auxiliaries in the bar at Upnah House after a Thursday evening’s
training. Although expressing sympathy, the Auxiliaries suggested that it was an
occupational hazard for Regular Officers seconded to Auxiliary squadrons! As a
result of too many similar incidents, high-cock-alorum’ was eventually banned by
the Air Ministry.

Archie Wilson
Archie was an ex-Fleet Air Arm pilot and used to keep the company entertained
with an expressive ‘Death of Nelson’ speech, sometimes assisted by Jackie Marriott
(Archie was Jackie’s Best man when he was married).
Archie however was quite capable of taking on the parts of both Nelson and Hardy,
jumping from one to the other as appropriate. As Nelson, wearing something
resembling the tricorn hat worn by Naval officers at the time of Trafalgar, he would
have a dialogue with his ‘Hardy’ ending in the fatal shot, a declaration of ‘I’m done
for’ and the famous ‘kiss me Hardy’. At that stage Hardy lost his sympathetic
approach and said ‘Kiss you my arse! I’m in line for Admiral!’ The details of the
story changed a bit on each telling and the other pilots got to know it so well that
they would join in, more so after a few beers!

Dave Fairbanks
Dave was a very experienced pilot who held a Squadron Leader’s commission in
Canada but accepted a lower rank to fly with the RAuxAF. He had had an illustrious
career in WW2, notably flying Tempests and was credited with 9 kills as well as
courage in pressing successful ground attack missions. He was the Training Officer
with 504 and after leaving the squadron returned to Canada where he became Chief
Test Pilot for de Havilland Canada.
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Two amusing stories from 504’s Summer Camp 1949, Horsham
St Faith
To many squadron members the fortnight at summer camp was their only summer
holiday (how the long-suffering wives felt about this is not recorded!) To make the
most of the time away, the working day started at 6am and finished at 4pm so the
evenings were free as well as the Saturday afternoon and Sunday of the middle
weekend, useful since the attractions of Great Yarmouth were only 19 miles away.
Although there was a full partnership during ‘business hours’, officers and other
ranks did not appear to mix much socially and most of the officers stayed together
as a group after dinner in the mess or visiting local hostelries such as The Castle,
The Samson and Hercules, The Maid’s Head, The Bell or The York in Norwich. All
proved popular destinations where convivial evenings were spent discussing the
day’s flying and generally ‘shooting lines’.
The officers returned to the Mess when the pubs closed (ten thirty pm in those days),
in the hope that the bar might still be open. One night, returning in one of the first
taxis, Doug Seiffert found the bar shuttered and, as he put in ‘in chagrin and
devilment’ he went to his fellow officers’ rooms and started to take the iron-framed
bedsteads apart, leaving each bed in three separate pieces on the floor.
Unfortunately for the Intelligence (?) Officer the main party arrived back before the
task was complete and the culprit was caught in the act. Jimmy Beardsall convened
an immediate trial; evidence was heard and sentence passed. The culprit was
carried to the nearest bathroom and ceremoniously dunked, fully clothed, in a
brimming cold bath and, not surprisingly, they collapsed his bed too! Six am the
next morning found them back on the aerodrome comparing notes with the NCOs
on their respective evenings.
On the Saturday afternoon off, the pilots headed for the Horning Ferry on the
Norfolk Broads intending to arrive for teatime and move on at opening time to The
Ferry pub. The first arrivals, including Mike Birkin, pulled themselves across on the
‘endless chain’ self-operated ferry from the northern bank. The second group, Flt Lt
Jimmy Beardsall and two companions arrived, got in the ferry and started to pull
themselves towards the early colonizers at the pub end. Recognising their strategic
advantage, Birkin’s team let the newcomers get halfway and then jammed the chain
to bring the craft to a halt.
With the newcomers marooned in midstream, pleas mixed with much abuse from
the river were countered by derisory comments from the bank. The verbal exchange
flowed to and fro while both teams continued to pull on their respective chains.
Suddenly and inevitably, the chain broke and Jimmy and his luckless crew began to
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float away on an arc of chain, followed by ribald remarks and fatuous advice from
their fellow pilots safely on the shore. Eventually the squadron elements were
reunited, peace was made and reparations paid for the damage to the ferry, which
was out of action until the following day.

Queen’s Standard parade, 504 Sqn 3rd March
1957. (Norman Bate)
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A footnote from 257 (Burma) Squadron
John O’Neill
One of the 257 Sqn pilots during the squadron’s detachment to Wymeswold was
John O’Neill who arrived on the 11th September 1956 via the parent station, RAF
Wattisham, to take over as the Squadron Pilot Attack Instructor (PAI) in effect
Weapons and Tactics Instructor. He records that his initial impression was not good
as he compared his new experience to that of his immediately previous one on 112
Sqn in 2nd ATAF [Allied Tactical Air Force] Germany, which was combat trained to
very high standards and on permanent operational alert due to the ongoing Cold
War with Russia. That impression was not helped when he quickly discovered that
RAF Wymeswold was hosting a Battle of Britain anniversary Open Day and Air

Top:John O’Neill in 257 Sqn
Hunter ‘O’, scrambles to
intercept a ‘bandit’ over the
North Sea. (John O’Neill)
Bottom: 257 Sqn’s aircraft
marking. (John O’Neill)
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257 Sqn pilots Left to right: ‘Noddy’ McEwan, Bob Fisher and Nick Carter at
RAF Strubby.
Show only four days later, that most routine flying had been suspended and he was
being merely welcomed as an additional pair of hands running a bric-a-brac stall.
Additionally, life was not made any easier by the fact that Wymeswold had very
limited domestic accommodation and thus the majority of personnel of all ranks
was billeted at RAF Newton about 20 miles north on the A46, which meant being
bussed there and back every day.
John’s first trip in the Hunter 2 with which the squadron was equipped, took him by
surprise he recalls. It was noticeably more powerful than the Hunter 4 he had been
flying with 112 Sqn, equipped as the former was with the Armstrong Siddeley
Sapphire engine as opposed to the Rolls Royce Avon in the latter. However, one
great disadvantage of the Hunter 2 was its relatively small fuel capacity, which
greatly reduced range and sortie length resulting in limited combat capability. The
engine also, unfortunately, suffered reliability problems.
Immediately after B of B day, the squadron decamped en masse to its emergency
wartime base at RAF Strubby on the Lincolnshire coast, for the RAF annual autumn
exercise. Due to a combination of bad weather and little employment in the
exercise, the latter was a distinct failure from a squadron point of view and was
further marred when their RN exchange pilot suffered a total engine failure,
fortunately in the circuit; however the resulting crash-landing led to the aircraft
being totally written off.
Then, shortly after the squadron’s return to Wymeswold, the international situation
deteriorated markedly when the UK, France and Israel decided to jointly invade
Egypt after that country unilaterally nationalized the Suez Canal. The squadron was
put on alert for combat operations there. As a result, John immediately initiated a
series of live weapons exercises on the Norfolk ranges, coupled with intensive air
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combat training, leading to the squadron being designated ‘combat ready’ in a very
short space of time. However, international pressure quickly led to the invasion
being abandoned and the alert was quickly cancelled.
By Christmas 1956 RAF Wattisham was ready for the return of its squadrons and by
early January all aircraft and personnel detached to RAF Wymeswold had returned
home.
John concluded that his few months spent at Wymeswold were an interesting but
uncomfortable experience. The Station being equipped for the operation of a single
Auxiliary squadron obviously found it difficult at times to operate as a fully-fledged
fighter base but the spirit shown and the support given by all staff there was
described as ‘super’ and, despite the passage of over 50 years, the happiest of
memories linger on.

My thanks to those who have provided these memories, without them, the
Wymeswold story would be much diminished. Richard Knight

Continued in Part 5
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